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Mr. M. Yudelman December 2 1974

Bruce H. Cheek

Constitution of Food Policy Researci Institute

I ref r to your enquiry about setting up a Food Policy Research Insti-
tute in Washington under the sponsorship of the private Foundations. You
raised questious of tax status and other privileges and immunities. I had
a brief word witih Mr. T. Asser, the lawyer who works with us on CG matters.
Tlis memo is written on the basis of talking with hin but witaout being
cleared with him as he left on Wednesday for higeria.

The question raised was how to proceed in securin. these immunities.
possibly with bank heip and given the proposed location in Washington. In
due course, it will be necessary to work out what might be called a "head-
quarters agreement' with the U.S. Government on sucn matters as tax treat--
ment. according status as a foundation to the institute, and including
privileges on customs duties, visas for personnel , etc. Such iimmunities
might be of the kind which we lave already negotiated not only for the
Biank iLelf, or that exist under the U.N. convention, but also in our
ILRU. ILA or other Mlemoranda of Agreement. Presumaly, tue institute
staff will want immunities in other countries as well as at tacir acuarters,

lie basic point, then, is to reach an agreerent on such concessions
wth the United States. At this stage after talking with Mr. Assier, I

would feel that the Foundations preferably wit1 your assistance, should ap-
proach tie U.S. Government, for exampie the Technical Assistance Bureau of
USAID or the Secretary of Agriculture, at the policy level at which one would
state the purpose of the new institute and explore the willingness of tihe
U.S. to confer such privileges. Thereafter, there would be more technical
discussions on the scope of these privileges and the best ways of recording
them in an appropriate document.

There is also the question, of the extent to whiich the bank would want to
use its position to support the establisihment of tie institute in such discus-
sions with the U.S. Government. It is for you and Warren Baum to decide how
far the bank itself would go ia supporting the Foundations in such an approach
to tne U.S. Government.

cc, hr. Delauie/Mr. Asser o/r
ilC me



Announcement of the Organization
of the

INTERNA TIONAL FOOD POLICY RESEARCH INSTITUTE

In response to a recommendation of the Technical Advisory

Committee of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research of

June 1974, entitled Proposal For A World Food Policy Institute, the International

Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) has been established.

The purpose of IFPRI is to undertake research on selected policy

problems affecting the production, consumption, availability and equitable distribution

of food in the world with particular emphasis on the needs of the low income countries

and especially the needs of the vulnerable groups within those countries. Specifically

IFPRI will work:

(1) to identify major opportunities for expanding world food
production with particular emphasis on the development actions
and policies best suited to remove present constraints to production
and to establish the framework for the sustained use of the potential
agricultural capacities existing in low-income nations;

(2) to determine and publicize those actions which could be under-
taken and those policies which could be adopted by governments,
regional and international agencies, to effect a continued increase in
the quantity and quality of food supplies available to all people through
enhanced food production, wider trade opportunities, and improved
efficiency and equity in food distribution; and

(3) to provide information, an expanded base of knowledge and
objective analysis of world food problems, and to indicate the opportunities
and options open for their solution.

IFPRI has been established as a non-profit research and education

institution under the laws of the United States of America. It is governed by an

international board of trustees. The Board of Trustees currently includes the following
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persons: Sir John Crawford, Chairman; Ojetunji Aboyade, University of Ibadan, Nigeria;

David Bell, The Ford Foundation, United States; Norman Borlaug, International Maize

and Wheat Improvement Center, Mexico; Ralph Kirby Davidson, The Rockefeller

Foundation, United States; Mohamed El-Khash, Arab Center for the Study of Arid Zones

and Dry Lands, Syria; Nurul Islam, Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies,

Bangladesh; Affonso Pastore, University of Sao Paulo, Brazil; Andrew Shonfield,

Royal Institute of International Affairs, England; Ruth Zagorin, International Development

Research Centre, Canada.

In addition to the above trustees invitations have been issued to others,

primarily from developing countries, to join the Board of Trustees.

The trustees met July 21 and 22 in Washington, D. C. to discuss the

initial plan of work and staffing pattern of the Institute.

The Board of Trustees invited Dr. Dale E. Hathaway to serve as the

first Director of IFPRI. He will officially assume that position on a full-time basis

effective August 1, 1975.

Source of Funds

The initial funds for the Institute's core budget have been provided by

a grant from the International Development Research Centre of Canada. It is

anticipated that the Rockefeller Foundation and Ford Foundation also will participate

in the funding of the core budget. IFPRI has the legal authority both to receive contracts

and to contract with other organizations for research. It is planned that, once the major

staffing has been accomplished and the program of work developed, IFPRI will both accept

and let contracts which are consistent with its mandate and the collaborative working

relationships it wishes to establish at the national and international level.
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The Staffing Pattern

The staffing pattern that is planned for IFPRI is unique compared to

most research organizations. The staff will consist of both social scientists and

agricultural production scientists who will individually or cooperatively be responsible

for research problem areas within IFPRI's areas of concentration. The long-term

professional staff is expected to consist of 7-8 persons drawn from the international

community.

In addition to the long-term staff the core budget provides for 10-12

short-term staff, drawn primarily from developing countries, who will have appoint-

ments from one to three years duration. This portion of the staff is expected to vary

in seniority and also will consist of a mix of policy-oriented social and production

scientists. It is hoped that these individuals will return to their home institutions and

provide a continuing collaborative link between national agricultural research and policy

analysis and the IFPRI program.

The support staff will be small in that much of the work such as computer

analyses, accounting, etc. will be contracted to outside organizations for efficiency and

economy.

Relationships with Other Organizations

The success of IFPRI in achieving its mission will depend upon the

building and maintenance of contacts with research organizations and policy makers at

the national, regional and international level. Thus, the active cooperation of such

groups is being and will be sought.

Discussions have already begun regarding cooperation with FAO, the

World Bank, the Consultative Group on Food Production and Investment, the World Food

Council Secretariat, and the network of International Agricultural Research Centers.

. .. 4
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As staffing and program development proceeds similar collaborative arrangements

will be sought with national and regional organizations.

Although IFPRI will periodically assess the world food situation, both

short and long-run, and analyze its policy implications, IFPRI does not intend to

generate primary statistics on food output. Instead, the Institute is intended to provide

an independent source of research and analysis of the major food policy issues in both

the current and long-run context.

The IFPRI staff will be located at the headquarters area with travel as

necessary to perform their work. Research requiring long-term residence in other

locations will be developed on a collaborative basis with national and international research

organizations.

The Functions of IFPRI

The functions of IFPRI are research, analysis, and dissemination of

information relevant to improving world food policy. At present it is not anticipated

that the Institute will undertake a formal training program. As its competence in

such research and analysis develops, it is hoped that its training function will be

fulfilled through (a) the experience gained by short-term participants in the program

and (b) the conduct of seminars and consultation on the major policy issues within

the Institute's competence in response to specific requests from policy makers and

researchers.

IFPRI Facilities

The offices of IFPRI are located at 1776 Massachusetts, Avenue, N. W.,

Washington, D. C. It is expected that the offices will be open on August 15, 1975. It is

. .. 5
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hoped that all members of the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research

and the associated organizations will accept an invitation to visit IFPRI whenever they

are in the vicinity, both to learn about IFPRI's program and to exchange ideas on how

the new Institute can make its maximum contribution to a better solution to the worlds'

food problem.

The address for communication purposes is:

International Food Policy Research Institute
1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Telephone: (202) 833-1821

Cable address: IFPRI
Washington, D. C.
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Proposal for a World Food Policv esearch Institute

1. In considering the relevance of research in the social sciences to i Ls

mand;ite the TAC has explicitly recognized the importance of the work of the

econonists and sociologists at the International Centres in guiding the

programme formulation of those Centres and in securing the successful applica-

tion of the results of their technical research. TAC has also emphasized the

need for strengthening national research efforts in the field of public policy

related to agricultural development, and urged that suitable feed-in/feed-

back mechanisms be established to Lransmit to government planners the firdings

of micro-economic research on the use and implications of new technology.

2. In addition to these aspects of socio-economic research in agriculture

attention was drawn at the seminar on socio-economic research for agricultural

development held in Washington in July 1973 to the need for policy studios

related to certain problems affecting groups of countries or even the overall

pattern of world agriculture, hopefully leading to better management of the

world's food and agricultural resources, and the avoidance or at least the

alleviation of recurrent famines, scarcities of critical inputs, price fluctua-

tions, and other crises. It was suggested that means of satisfy-ing this need

might also be examined by the Technical Advisory Committee.

3. It its seventh meeting the TAC therefore discussed the research needs in

this wider field of macro-economic problems and concluded that such research

was both within its terms of reference and highly relevasnt to the objectives

of the Consultative Group and the work of the International Centres as well as

to n>tional agriculturi policy formulation. It considered that tore might

be merit in having selected aspects of research on global problems affecting



agricul tural development, with particular reference to critical issues cone:erninrg

food, undertaken :t a specialily created institute and it established a TAC

Sub-Committee to study the matter further.

4. The Sub-Committee fully concurred with the TAC's views on the need for

further research in this field and unanimously recommended the establishment

of an institute with the independence, competence, and flexibility to under-

take studies on key policy issues bearing on world agricultural development,

particularly those which might have sensitive political or social connotations.

It did not feel, however, that any single institute could deal adequately with

all aspects of development studies related to agricultural and rural development.

In view of the likelihood of continuing difficulty and uncertainty over the

world food situation it recommended that the task of the proposed institute

should be restricted to research and related information and training activities

bearing primarily on world food policy. This would also enable it to provide

most useful guidance to the work of the TAC, Consultative Group, and commodity

research centres.

5. Within this general mandate it consi dered that the institute should be

given terms of referorce broad enough to enable it both to keep in view the

current problems and policies of major producing and consuming nations and

their probable impact on the short-term food situation in the world with

particular reference to the outlook for developing countries; and, through

analysis of selected key policy issues, to offer guidance to national and

interna ti-nal planners on the measures required to imaprove the managemenat of

agricultural production resources to incrrase world f'ood supplies, and to

achieve a more equitable distribution of available fod.
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6. The TAC notes and endorses the recommendations of its Suh-Colrnife nd

sees a clear need for the establishment of a World Food Policy Hesearc> Ent-.tato

along the lines proposed. In its consideration of the role and functions of

such an Institute it has had the benefit of the report prepared by Dr Cris

Wells and the advice of the Directer-General of FAO, and wishes to espress

its apprPrniation of their guidanee. It stresses thst the main task ' the

proposed Institute should be research and the dissemination of the resta] ts of

this research to as wide and influential an audience as possible. While

recognizing the importance of training, it does not consider that this should

be a major aspect of this Institute's work, although it. supports the Sub-

Committee's view that a limited component of graudate rescarch fellowships

from developing countries to participate in the programe of the Institute

would be a valuable means of combining training and research.

7. The TAC therefore proposes that the Institute should be established with

the following mandate:

(i) T0 keep the global food and aFricultural situ-tion under ccJt4nmuous

enden review and analvsi.s (supply, demand, stocks, and short-

term outlook for the major agricultural products, as well as

fertilizer and other inputs, price and trade developments and

prospects).

Its main source of intelligence for tnis purpuse would be secondary

data, drawn from FAO, IBRD, and other appropriate bodies, but

utilizing both published and un4publisned information.



(iiL) 'Iue2 c c ced ma or re]atedacj.ri-"tufralgolicy

trae ~rh~ rn ;~ tiouirlI thacsailnvolving sensitiva rel1atiombin s

b d on cmo r , e.distribution of fert:iizer or

other inaput in chort sup food: and other aid policies; export

polici-s of marjor producers; trade preferences, trade harrior, nd

other effects of policies adopted by developed countries on the

agriculture of developing coun tries. This research would be done in

cooperation with otier interniational agencies and national institu-

tons, and the results would be fed into the outlook and information

activities of the Institute. a particular objective would be to

help natio':l planrs ide-ntify the possible impact of probler or

aarising outside their countries on their internal economies

and policiec.

(iii) To idetify and rese;: rch mrgn. -nd future problems of ei:l]

conce rn likely1 to have -n i t: beriinIor food >roduction and

utilica tior (inluding competition betwecn spplies for foor and

feed) i lon er ter.

A major cojCtive of their studies would be to indicate the atios

needed :itheory':rars to g o for better resource allocation andoae-

ment and tl improve productivity and food availability in the lon run. The TdC

is of the opiniL tat this aspct of development policy is currentla mweiving

inndearte attention both vis-a-vis chort-term emergae-:n action and lor -term

perspective~ plan nn

(iv) To tr sat up-to -date ando rlevat inforntion derived f'ro i

resea arco to .oic krs atou resec d no ps , amic ':

and workshops on selectedi torics and specific devices such is ana annull



conference to discuss the main functions and implications of its moet

recent research, the results of which would be published in :t

annual report.

The TAC believes that in addition to improving current awareness of

major changeg in agricultural policy by important producing coun-

tries or the introduction of new technologies which are likely to

affect their own policy decisions such meetings could provide

opportunities for interchange of ideas with national planners and

staff of International Centres and Agencies on critical issues of

international agricultural policy and would thus also offer guidance

to the Institute as to what additional research was needed and how

it might be approached.

8. The TAC welcomes the recent initiatives of the FAG Council and Conference

in strengthening the Organisation's work in data-gathering, food intelligence,

and the establishment of an early-warning system, and also notes with satisfac tin

action by the United States and some other national agencies in this field. It

does not therefore feel that such activities should form part of the work of the

proposed new Institute, although it should draw on relevant data as a feed into

its analytical work.

9. Both in this connection and in the conduct of its research program, the

TAC stresses the need for close and sensitive working relationships between the

Institute and other agencies such as FAO and IBRD with major responsibilities i

fields of food and ;gricultural policy analysis or socio-economic resenrhn

bear rig on the agricultural seator. To the fullest extent possible th(

Institute must complement and reinforce rather than compete with their "ntivi-

ties. One way in which it might do this would be to undertake independant ani



public arailysis of controversial or politicr 1lly sensiti ve issues, whore the

freedom of action or expression of other agencies depenlent on govertinmeIt

support might be inhibited, even if such issues were heoretically win

their terms of reference.

10. The TAC envisngco that much of the research of the Institute, including

the kind of studies indicated above, would either have to be undertaken oi a

task force basis, by teams of research fellows and associates, and/or by, sub-

conitrac tI rg to appropriatte universities or other research institutiois. Tie
"core" staff of the Institute would be relatively small, and in additi on to

participation in task forces where feaible, would have an important "tiJink tI.' k"

role in identifying researchable topics, screcning for priority, and wvorking oul,

methodology in collaboration with members of the task forces. A clear need

is foreseen to associate staff of the International Research Centres, :tol or

the agencies of the UN system in such studies, both to give the broad input

of inter-disciplinary expertise and experience of developing countries required

to supplement the background of the Institute's staff, and because the output

of the Institute, if it IiS its feet firmly on the ground, ought to be highly

relevant to their own policies'- and progearmes.

11. However, while recognizinrg the important wo-way benefits which ought

to accure from close links between the Food Policy desearch Institute and other

international as well as national agencies, the TAC considers that apr

requisite for its success in exerting a useful and effective influenc

critical issues related to world foc1 policy must ne ability to speak and

publian freely and authoritatively in a way which governments will itn to.

Thi irmplies not only a highly competent muti-disciliry but



r dereof e t g__in the exercise of its funetiom: comnarable to tht f

tna1tiol riculturl esntres,

12. The Th.C believes the litter to be of paramout importance and3 h'

therefor given very careful consideration to the type of model most likely to

ensur2 the necesry degree of freedom, including those of the privately uOne

Institute of Str:tegic Studies (II1S), the International Centres, end the Inter~.

national Plant ?enotic Resources Board. Vhlile leaning towards the Centre model

it does not .ish to foreclose the options at this time, nor does it necessarily

see thei as mutually exclusive.

13. sufficient basis of solid, financial support is considered indispenibl

to launch the Institute end to guarantee its continuac'-.e for a sufficient period

to :ttract high qulity staff. Should the Institute appear on independent

revicw to be doin, relevant and valuable research after' an initial five-year

period, the TAC would support the initial backers of the Institute going to the

Consultative Group for a broader basis of funding.

lt. A closely related matter to ,hich tL TAC has also devoted considerable
at tention is the lcetien of' the Institute. Beranrin n mind the advantKes of

strong -orking link, wdith other agricultural development agencies, members s!:

merit in b sing- it in dome in close wotn with 0 as the princia a
responsible for food and nutritien polcy, provided adeuIte 'uon : 0 ~

bilit r the Intitute could be gua.' riteed. ;i -Ashn on s and G cne va e

cug' e'td a s possl sites. Clearly ~ the dvantae tond diavno ro

will hm lo be eied furel>r on grement has be re a-ed In pri 'i-l t

establish the Iit ute.



15. negardless of location, howavar, we again emphasize the importanrce

of linkages between the Institute, Mn jor international bodies such as p,
1BRD, a Yd EJDP, and tional agenies such as the USDA. The TAC usaumeE tht,

a form of internationAl board appropriate to the nature of its work :nd iocatzji

will be set up for the governance of the Institute rnd one way of ensuring the

necessary close relations and access to their documents, library and a MhY-

facilities would be representation of appropriate agencies on this governing

body.

16. The TAC commends the proposal for a forld Food Policy Resecr< Institue

to the lonsultative Grou as a worthwhile undertakinq; and suggests oAL once

fundLinzg is available, whether through a consortiun of private donors or the

Consultative Group itself, a steering committee be set up to examine uestions

of stiffing and location further, and to open negotiations for the Institute's

est blishment and the appointment of the Board.



REPORT ON THE

POSSIRLE ESTABLISHMENT IN LONDON

OF THE

INTERNATIONAL FOOD POLICY RESEARCH INSTITUTE (IFPRI)

Submitted by:

1. S. Bhoi, Senior Legal Officer, IDRC
Francis Lucas, United Kincidom Consulting Solicitor

OTTAWA
October 25, 1974
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REPORT ON THE POSSIBLE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PROPOSED
INTERNATIONAL FOOD POLICY RESEARCH INSTITUTE (IFPRI) !N
LONDON: A STUDY OF THE LEGAL IMPLICATIONS OF ITS ESTAD-
LISHMENT UNDER ENGLISH LAW.

INTRODUCTION:

1. The Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) of the Washington-based
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CG-IAR)
recommended the establishment of IFPRI:

a) to keep the global food situations under con-
tinuous independent review and analysis;

b) to examine major and related agricultural
food policies and trade problems;

c) to identify and research emerging and future
problems of global concern likely to have an impor-
tant bearing on food production and utilization; and

d) to transmit up-to-date and relevant information
on the world food situation and outlook to national
policy makers.

2. The proposal for the establishment of IFPRI enjoys the endorsement of
the United Nations Development Program (UNDP) , the Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) and the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD) . A meeting of the interested parties on the establish-
ment of IFPRI met at the IDRC Headquarters in Ottawa on September 17, 1974
and made a firm recommendation that IFPRI be established in a suitable
location in a manner that would ensure:

a) its independence, competence and flexibility
to undertake critical analysis of key policy issues
bearing on the world food situation; and

b) its establishment through the initial financial
support of the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation
and the IDRC, subject to the formal approval of their
respective governing boards.

3. The purpose of this report is to study the legal status of IFPRI under English
law, relating both to inter-governmental and non-governmental organizations.

... ./2
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PART I

STATUS OF IFPRI UNDER EXISTING ENGLISH LEGISLATION RELATING TO
INTER-GOVERNMENTAL INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

1. IFPRI cannot be treated as a true international organization as presently
envisaged because it is non-governmental. The criteria generally ob-
served by the United Kingdom Government in determing whether a
given institution is truly international are:

a) that it represents a permanent association of
states with lawful objects and equipped with organs;

b) that there is a distinction in terms of the legal
powers and purposes between the organization and its
member states; and

c) that there is existence of legal powers exercis-
able on the international plane and not solely within
the national systems of one or more states.

IFPRI does not qualify as a true international organization in accordance
with the above criteria.

2. The position of international organizations in Britain is governed by the
International Organizations Act 1968 which spells out the status, privileges
and immunities of international organizations. The provisions of this
act apply

"to any organization declared by
Order in Council to be an organi-
zation of which
a) the United Kingdom or Her
Majesty's Kingdom in the United
Kingdom and
b) one or more foreign sovereign
powers of the Government or
Governments of one or more such
powers are members.
Section 1 (1)

Under sub-section (2) of Section 1 of this Act, Her Majesty may by Order
in Council specify an organization to which this section applies and make
any one or more of the following provisions in respect of the organization
as specified:

a) confer on the organization the capacities of a body
corporate;

. /3
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b) confer on the organization, its representatives
and the various grades of its officers privileges and
immunities of varying extent. Part I of Schedule 1 of
the Act, for instance, specifies the following institutional
privileges and immunities:

1) Immunity from suit and legal process;

2) Inviolability of offical archives and
premises;

3) Exemption or relief from taxes;

4) Relief from rates on premises occupied
by such organizations;

5) Exemptions from customs duties and taxes
on the importation of goods for, or on
behalf of, the organization, including
publications;

6) Refund of customs duties on hydrocarbon
oils used by and for the purposes of the organization.

Part I Schedule I of the Act deals with personal as opposed to institutional
privileges and immunities for the representatives and high officials of the
organizations. They are granted such privileges and immunities as are ex-
tended to diplomatic agents accredited to the Court of St. James's under the
Diplomatic Privileges 1964 (it incorporates into English domestic law the
provisions of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations in so far as they
are concerned with the privileges and immunities of diplomatic agents and
diplomatic missions). It should be noted that persons falling into this
category also enjoy freedom from immigration restrictions, national service
obligations and social security dues.

Part 1 Schedule IlIl deals with the limited immunities and privileges of
the junior staff and servants of the organizations. Whereas a high official
enjoys immunity from suit and legal process during the tenure of his accre-
ditation, a junior officer, in contrast, enjoys immunity only "in respect of
things done or omitted to be done in the course of the performance of offical
duties". Likewise, privileges in respect of taxation and customs duties
may be limited.

.... /4
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To date, the following inter-governmental organizations of which Her

Majesty's Govornment and one or more foreign sovereign Governments

are parties, are covered by Orders in Council under the International

Organizations Act 1964 and granted the privileges and immunities

specified thereunder:

Asian Development Bank
Central Treaty Organization
Commission of the European Communities
Commission for Technical Co-operation in Africa South of the Sahara

Commonwealth Secretariat
Council of Europe
Customs Co-operation Council
European Free Trade Association
European Launcher Development Organization

European Organization for the Safety of Air Navigation (Eurocontrol)

European Space Research Organization
Food and Agriculture Organization
International Centre for the Settlement of Disputes
Inter-Covernmental Maritime Consultative Organization
International Atomic Energy Agency
International Civil Aviation Organization
International Coffee Organization
International Labour Organization
International Sugar Council
International Telecommunication Union
International Tin Council
International Wheat Council
North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
South East Asia Treaty Organization
United Nations (including the International Court of Justice)

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

Universal Postal Union
Western European Union
World Health Organization
World Intellectual Property Organization
World Meteorological Organization

It should be noted that the International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development (IBRD) , the International Monetary Fund (IMF) , the

International Finance Corporation (IFC) and the International

Development Association (IDA) are covered by special legislation. The

Commonwealth Secretariat was established and granted the status of an

international organization under the Commonwealth Secretariat Act 1966.
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CONCLUSIONS:

IFPRI does not qualify for any privileges or immunities under exising British

legislation respecting international organizations. As presently conceived as

an institution comprising membership of the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller

Foundation and the IDRC, it is non-governmental and to that extent, not a true

international organization within the meaning of the Act. Moreover, Her

Majesty's Government and one or more foreign sovereign powers not being
parties to its membership, the International Organizations Act 1968 will not

apply to IFPRI.

The above position has been confirmed by the Legal Advisors to the British

Foreign and Commonwealth Office.
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PART II

POSITION OF IFPRi UNDER BRITISH LAW NOT RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS

Under this heading incorporation of IFPRI under the Companies Act 19148 as
amended in 1967 will be examined. Charities Act 1960 is also applicable.
Immigration position for personnel of IFPRI under the Immigration Act 1971
will be examined. It will therefore be noted that all legislation relating to
diplomatic privileges and immunities will be excluded from examination on
the ground that it will be inapplicable to IFPRI and its staff.

INCORPORATION OF COMPANIES

COMPANIES

The following types of companies can be incorporated under English law:

Chartered Companies

Incorporation is effected by the grant of a charter from the Crown and
such companies are usually public bodies, e.g. the British Broadcasting
Company.

Statutory Companies

These are formed under private Acts of Parliament. Most statutory
companies are public utilities, e.g. gas and electricity undertakings.
Since the increase in nationalization, the number of statutory com-
panies has declined. The majority which remain are water supply
companies. It is still possible, however, to form a statutory company
but the procedure is lengthy (approximately 2 years) and formation
costs very high.

Registered Companies

Such companies formed under the Companies Acts 1948-1967 may be
private or public. To constitute a private company, the company
must, by its Articles of Association:

a) restrict the right to transfer its shares;

b) limit the number of members to 50 (exclusive
of employees). (There is a minimum of two members);
and

c) prohibit invitation to the public to subscribe to
its shares or debentures.
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Companies may limit the liability of its members either as to the
amount (if any) unpaid on its shares (company limited by shares), or
as to the amount which the members may undertake to contribute in the
event of a company being wound up (company limited by guarantee).
The advantages of a limited company are that it enjoys special legal
identity and consequently:

a) no personal liability attaches to members of the
company for its debts;

b) no personal liability arises on contracts entered
into in the name of the company;

c) the property vests in the company so there is no
necessity to transfer property on change of membership;

d) the company has perpetual succession and there-
fore death or bankruptcy of individual members does not
affect the company; and

e) there is facility for transfer of shares.

Companies limited by Guarantee

Such companies are usually formed to incorporate professional trade and
research associations. Like other companies, a company limited by guar-
antee has a Memorandum of Articles of Association which must include
certain matters prescribed by the Act as follows:

The Memorandum of Association must include "inter alia":

a) Name - generally any name can be chosen but the
word "limited" must be included unless Board of Trade
approval is given to dispense with it. The Board of Trade
does have discretion to refuse a name mainly for the pur-
pose of preventing a company being registered with a
misleading name.

b) Registered Office - situation of the registered
office determines nationality and domicile of the company.
If the registered offices are in England the relevant
documents must be submitted to the Registrar of Companies.

c) Objects Clause - objects must be stated and they
are normally sufficiently widely drawn to embrace any
possible activites of the companies so that a company will
not look acting "ultra vires".

.. /8
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d) Limited liability Clause - the Memorandum must

state the fact that members' liability is limited either by
shares or guarantee.

e) Share Capital Clause - the amount of the company's
share capital must be stated and also its division into shares
of a fixed amount. However, a company limited by guarantee
may register without share capital.

The Articles of Association regulate the rights of members, the manangement

of the company's affairs, the internal regulations of the company's business,
e.g. regulations for the issue of shares, appointment of directors, etc. It is
usual to adopt the pro forma Articles of Association appended to the Act with
such alterations as may be desired.

UNINCORPORATED BODIES

These are organizations or associations like partnerships, trusts, clubs and

other associations which do not have separate legal identity and do not en-

joy the advantages listed above. They must be established under the laws
of the United Kingdom and involve no special formalities. For example, to
establish a trust, all that is needed is a trust deed appointing the initial
trustees and, establishing the objects of the trust and setting out the basic
regulations under which the trust is to be carried out.

CHARITIES

An institution is regarded as charity for the purposes of English law if established
for one of the following four purposes:

a) the relief of poverty;

b) the advancement of education;

c) the advancement of religion; or

d) other purposes beneficial to the community
in the United Kingdom.

IFPRI can be registered as a charity in the United Kingdom whether or not it

is incorporated under the Companies Act, provided it is established for the

purpose of fulfilling certain specified charitable aims. It would appear that

the Institute would almost certainly be eligible to be treated as a charity in

the United Kingdom as falling within the categories a) and b) above. It
does not matter for the purposes of these two categories that the activities of

the Institute may be devoted entirely to matters outside the United Kingdom.

Charities are registered with the Charity Commissioners under the Charities Act

1960. The Commissioners are empowered to approve any proposed charity and
may refer to the Inland Revenue.
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The Charity Commissioners have powers of control including the right to
examine accounts, etc., and the Commissioner's Consent will be required
before any sale of property forming part of the permanent endowment of
the charity takes place.

The principal advantages which charities enjoy are the following:

a) a United Kingdom charity enjoys, in effect, almost
complete relief from United Kingdom tax to the extent that its
income and gains are devoted to or expended on its charitable
purposes. Exemption from taxation is enjoyed on dividends,
interest and annuities, rents and profit from land and charge-
able gains.

b) a charity enjoys 50% relief from local authority rates in
respect of premises occupied by the charity, but not the private
residences of the charity's employees or officers. In certain cir-
cumstances, the local authority may give relief beyond the 50%
standard concession;

c) exemption from value added tax (VAT) . Such tax
is normally paid and then periodically reclaimed from the
Inland Revenue in accordance with prescribed procedures.

GENERAL POINTS ON CHARITIES

The employeees of charities do not enjoy any special tax privileges or advantages.

The control exercised over the charities is not in practice stringent, and the
Commissioners' main function is to exercise a general "watchdog" role to ensure
that the charity's funds are employed in fulfilling its charitable aims.

Registration formation costs are rather small and formalities simple. There are
tax advantages to donors to charities provided payments to the charities are
made in specified ways. To enjoy the advantages of registration as a charity,
the organization must be resident in the United Kingdom and established under the
jurisdiction of the United Kingdom codes.

There are generally no restrictions under United Kingdom law as regards funds
coming into the United Kingdom to a United Kingdom registered charity. Exchange
control consent from the Bank of England is, however, normally required for any
remittances abroad whether for the payment of goods, services, or otherwise.
Generally, no difficulties exist in practice in obtaining such consent, although
it is, of course, always open to the Bank of England or the United Kingdom
Treasury to block funds. It is considered highly unlikely that such powers
would be exercised in the case of a charity remitting funds overseas for the purpose
of fulfilling its charitable aims.
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CONCLUSIONS ON INCORPORATION OF IFPRI

It seems clear that the most appropriate method of incorporation for the
establishment of IFPRI is to incorporate it as a company limited by guarantee.
There would be nothing to prevent IFPRI at a later stage, if it so desired, to
wind up or transfer its activities to different organizations, e. g. if it later
decided to convert into an international organization, but incorporation under
Act of Parliament. As IFPRI is proposed as a non-profit making organization,
there seems no desirability in the company being limited by shares which would
be more appropriate for a commercial enterprise. It is also desirable that IFPRI
should be a company limited by guarantee, so as to demonstrate clearly that its
intentions are non-profit making and further would prove useful in its registration
as a charity.

Formation is a relatively simple and swift process (one to three months) and the
formation costs are estimated ati<250.

TAXATION - THE PROPOSED INSTITUTE

Should IFPRI be incorporated as a company limited by guarantee and
subsequently registered as a charity, it will enjoy complete exemption
from taxation on dividends, interest and annuities, etc., provided that
such receipts are expended in conformity with its charitable aims. This
aspect has already been examined above (see Section (a) Page 9) .

TAXATION - EMPLOYEES OF THE PROPOSED INSTITUTE

In general the liability to United Kingdom taxation of employed persons does
not depend on the status or identity of their employer. Their position is
governed by Income Tax Acts as amended by the Finance Act 1974. In the
case of an international charity, taxation position of employees may be sum-
marized as follows:

I. Individuals resident and domiciled in the United Kingdom
are liable to tax on their income from all sources wherever arising.
For the year 1974-75 the basic rate of tax is 33% on the first 4, 500
of taxable income and rises to the rate shown:

Part of excess of 4,500 ............... H igher rate
The firstl5 00 ........................ 38%
The next f1,000 ....................... 43%
The next4 l,000 ....................... 48%
The next1,000 ....................... 53%
The nextA-2,000 ....................... 58%
The next4 2,000 ....................... 63%
The nextX 3,000 .................... 68%
The nextA 5,000 ....................... 73%
The remainder ......................... 83%
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An individual is resident in the United Kingdom for the purposes

of Income Tax and Capital Gains Tax if:

a) he is present in the United Kingdom for
more than six months in any one fiscal year;

b) he has (being a British subject) been resident
in the United Kingdom and has gone abroad for
the purposes of "occasional" residence only;

c) he habitually spends a substantial period in
in the United Kingdom. In practice an
individual is treated as resident under this
head if he spends more than 12 months in the
United Kingdom in any 4-year period; and

d) he has available for his use a place of abode
in the United Kingdom and (subject to certain
exceptions) he spends any time in the relevant
year in the United Kingdom.

An individual is domiciled in one of the constituent parts of the

United Kingdom if his father was domiciled there at the date of

his death and he has not adopted a domicile of choice in any other

territory or he has taken up residence in that part of the United

Kingdom with intention of making it his permanent home.

2. a) Individuals resident in the United Kingdom
but not domiciled there are (subject to (b) below)
liable to United Kingdom tax on any earnings in
respect of employment in the United Kingdom with

United Kingdom resident employers.

b) Where the duties of an employment are performed
wholly abroad the earnings are not taxable if the

employee performs the duties abroad and is
abroad performing them for more than 365 conse-

cutive days (certain visits to the United Kingdom
being disregarded). If the period abroad is less

than 365 days 75% of the earnings are taxable.

c) Individuals resident in the United Kingdom but
not domiciled there who are employed by non-
resident employers are liable to tax on only 50% of

their earnings unless they have been resident for

more than 9 out of the previous 10 years in which

case they are liable to tax on 75% of their earnings.

Such individuals with such an employer are not

liable to tax, even if resident, on earnings in

respect of duties performed wholly abroad.
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d) Individuals resident in the United Kingdom but
domiciled abroad are liable to tax on investment
income to the extent, but only to the extent

that it is bought into the United Kingdom.

3. Individuals who are not resident in the United Kingdom

are liable to tax on any earnings from employment in the United
Kingdom unless they are not domiciled in the United Kingdom and
their employer is riot resident in the United Kingdom. In this case
they are liable to tax on 50% of their earnings.

They are not, of course, liable to United Kingdom tax on any over-
seas income, earned or invested.

4. An employer resident in the United Kingdom is obliged
to deduct tax at the appropriate rate from any remuneration he
pays to employees.

An employee who receives remuneration from any other source
must notify the Inland Revenue that he is liable to tax and will be
required to make a return of such income, and pay tax thereon as
assessed.

5. It will be observed that where non-United Kingdom domiciled staff are

employed by a non-resident employer, considerable savings of tax

can be achieved. A non-resident employer is not itself concerned
with the United Kingdom fiscal position.

TAXATION - INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS, CONSULTANTS, ETC.

Not all individual services are, of course, provided under contracts of employ-
ment. In certain cases services may be obtained from independent consultants

(either individuals or companies). Such independent consultants will, if
resident, be fully liable to United Kingdom tax.

In the case of non-residents the liablity to tax, if any, will depend upon whether

the independent consultant in question is "carrying on business" in the United

Kingdom. If the consultant in question is carrying on business in the United

Kingdom then he will be liable to United Kingdom tax on any profits arising in
the United Kingdom. The rate of tax payable, in the case of a corporation will,
if the corporation has a branch or agency in the United Kingdom, be the corpor-

ation tax rate (52%). Corporations not having a branch or agency in the United

Kingdom will be liable only to income tax at the basic rate (currently 33%).

Individuals carrying on business in the United Kingdom will be liable to tax at

the normal rates on any profits earned in the United Kingdom.

An employer is not obliged to deduct tax from payments made to an independent

consultant whether resident in the United Kingdom or elsewhere.
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EXCHANGE CONTROL

A charity resident in the United Kingdom is subject, like all other residents,
to United Kingdom Exchange Control.

The United Kingdom legislation restricts the remittance of funds from the United

Kingdom and, in gereral, such remittance may only be made with the permission
of the Bank of England. In certain cases permission is granted generally or may
be obtained from a commercial bank. In other cases the specific permission of

the Bank of England is required. At the present time no serious difficulty is
encountered in remitting funds required abroad by a United Kingdom charity in
order to carry out its charitable functions.

CONCLUSIONS ON TAXATION FOR EMPLOYEES OF IFPRI

Employees domiciled outside the United Kingdom who have not been resident

in the United Kingdom for 9 out of the preceding 10 years are liable to tax on

only 50% of earnings received from non-resident employers.

If IFPRI wishes to take full advantage of this situation, then the establishment of

the Institute in London should be linked to the establishment of a similar body
resident outside the Uniteld Kingdom. Such a non-resident body could be res-

ponsible for the employment of overseas employees, such employees being seconded

to the United Kingdom resident charity. The appropriate funds would, of course,
have to be channelled to the non-resident body.

An incidental advantage which could be obtained if there were to be a separate

charity resident outside the United Kingdom would be the preservation of

freedom from the United Kingdom Exchange Control regulations to the extent

that the funds were retained by the non-resident charity and only remitted

to the United Kingdom as and when required to meet United Kingdom expendi-

tures. Such a non-resident entity could be established in parallel with the

proposed Institute in the United Kingdom, or it could be established as the

parent of the proposed Institute.

The function of the non-resident entity could be reduced to a minimum although

it would be necessary for some functions to be carried on. The extent of such

functions would only be such as would require the immediate attention of perhaps
one person and could perhaps be carried out by the Secretariat of one of the

promoting organizations.

Consideration of the country in which any non-resident entity should be established

is not particularly problematic. There is no difficulty, for example, in establishing
an entity with tax-free status in Switzerland. It is not thought necessary that the

administration of any Swiss entity would need to be carried out in Switzerland

although it would be necessary to have a Swiss representative, perhaps a member

of the firm of lawyers instructed in the formation.
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Implementation of the above scheme will result in considerable reductions in the

overall tax burden of the employees of the proposed Institute, particularly if they

are non-United Kingdom domiciled employees ernployed by a non-resident

employer. There are no provisions in the United Kingdom tax code which would

prohibit the establishment of arrangements along the lines suggested above.

IMMIGRATION STATUS OF IFPRI EMPLOYEES

Immigration control on entry and after entry into the United Kingdom is governed

by the Immigration Act 1971 and subsequent rules made thereunder. Different

sets of rules apply to Commonwealth citizens on the one hand and to the EEC and

non-Commonwealth nationals on the other.

Non-United Kingdom employees of international organizations that are truly inter-

governmental enjoy complete exemption from immigration controls under the

Immigration (Exemption for Control) Orders made pursuant to, inter alia, the

International Organizations Act 1968, the Immigration Act 1971, etc. Identical

exemption applies to diplomatic and consular agents under applicable British

legislation which incorporates with English law the provisions of the Vienna

Conventions on Consular and Diplomatic Relations respectively.

The non-United Kingdom nationals employed by IFPRI will require work permits

which are issued by the Department of Employment after applications

are submitted to it and approved. In other words, the normal provisions of

British legislation would apply to the proposed Institute staff from overseas. The

Immigration and Nationality Department of the British Home Office has confirmed

that, in principle, there will be no difficulty over the issue of work permits to

the limited number of professionally qualified personnel recruited by the Institute.

POSITION OF OTHER SIMILAR ORGANIZATIONS OPERATING
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

Amongst the many non-governmental institutes and bodies operating in the

United Kingdom, the following are worthy of note:

a) The International Wool Secretariat - It is comprised of

the Wool Boards of Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and Uruguay.
The principle aim of the Secretariat is to increase the use and usefulness

of wool throughout the world by means of publicity, education and

research. It was established as a company limited by guarantee.

Institutionally it does enjoy tax exempt status. A subsidiary body, the

Wool Foundation is in the process of being registered as a United Kingdom

charity for conducting research and seminars and for making grants

and scholarships to various Universities, etc.

The international staff are liable to United Kingdom taxation under United

Kingdom laws. Work permits are freely granted by the Home Office after

a case has been made out for each specialist on an "ad hoc" basis.
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b) The Institute of Strategic Studies - This also has been
registered as a company limited by guarantee and not having a share
capital, and subsequently established as a charity. The position of
its international staff is the same as in the case of the International Wool
Secretariat.

c) The World Federation for Mental Health - Its legal status
is that of a registered charity, limited by guarantee and not having a
share capital. Its international staff enjoy no special Income Tax
exemptions.

d) International Planned Parenthood Federation - It is
not a company limited by guarantee. It has a rather loose con-
stitution which describes it as "a non-profit membership organ-
ization" without any separate legal identity under United Kingdom
laws. It has a governing body and several committees dealing
with management and specialist issues. In effective terms, it
operates as a charity and institutionally, it is not subject to any form
of taxation because it conducts non-profit-making operations.

Also examined were the International Agricultural Development Corporation,
International Copper Development Council, International Institution for Cotton,and International Tea Committee. There is nothing exceptional to report onthese organizations that bears special relevance to the proposed establishment
of IFPRI in London.

CONCLUSION ON IMMIGRATION STATUS

IFPRI will not experience any difficulties in obtaining work permits for its
professionally recruited international staff. Non-specialist support staff
that can be recruited locally will be denied work permits by the Home Office.
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PART 1i1

IFPRI UNDER SPECIAL NEW LEGISLATION

The British Foreign and Commonwealth Office recognized that IFPRI, as a
non-governmental entity not covered by the International Organizations
Act 1968, was nevertheless unique in concept and admirably innovative in
its proposed program of action. It was noted with interest that:

a) it was intended to meet the urgent and critical needs
of the developing countries in the areas of food and food
policy. This is today a matter of equal concern to the developed
nations as well;

b) it enjoys the sponsorship of such important international
bodies with membership drawn from around the world like the Food
and Agriculture Organization, the World Bank and the United
Nations Development Program;

c) it undoubtedly enjoys the tacit support of many
countries deeply committed to the cause of social and economic
development of newly emergent nations; and

d) it may in course of time, actually enjoy the member-
ship of sovereign governments or their state-controlled
development assistance agencies.

2. Considering the "unique position" and proposed activities of IFPRI, it
was "exceedingly difficult" but not "entirely impossible" to pass special
legislation in Britain on the establishment of the Institute, endowed with
an appropriate corporate status and entitled to privileges relating mainly to:

a) exemption from Income Tax for its non-British,
professionally recruited staff;

b) duty-free importation of goods intended for its
official use;

c) highly circumscribed immunity for the professional
staff for acts done or omitted to be done in the course of
performance of official duties; and

d) freedom from immigration restrictions for the overseas
professional staff.
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3. Before any special legislation can even he contemplated, the British Govern-
ment must take a policy decision on this matter at the Cabinet level. Thereforea high level approach to the British Prime Minister, at the level of the
President of the World Bank, Director General of the FAO, representative ofU. N. Secretary General and the President of the IDRC may prove "highlyrewarding".

4. Under existing schedule of legislation in the United Kingdom, it would takea minimum of two years for such legislation to be enacted. However, shouldthe British Government take a positive decision to pass special legislation,
the legislative program can be re-scheduled so that "the time lapse may beconsiderably reduced".

5. Well informed sources indicated that the main objections to the establishment
of IFPRI in London were expected to come from the British Overseas Develop-
ment Ministry. The Foreign and Commonwealth Office would have definite
objections to any forms of immunity being granted to IFPRI or its personnel.
The objections are of the following nature:

a) That FAO has adequate powers and resources at the
international level to cope with world food problems. The
present situation indicates that policy and structural reforms are
urgently needed within the FAO rather than proliferation of
bodies like the proposed Institute;

b) that at the present time private research bodies and
universitites the world over are doing a commendable job into
some world food problems. This effort should be strenghtened
through international co-ordination and international channels.
These channels have not been defined but they apparently refer
to United Nations and the Specialized Agencies;

c) that if IFPRI were established in London, its critical
studies, recommendations and operations might be viewed as
enjoying the endorsement of the British Government which,
after the recent energy crisis and economic difficulties, is
rather reluctant to be fixed in "embarrassing situations".

d) that the British Government has never passed any form of
special legislation to grant a privileged status to a non-governmental
international organization. Such bodies have always operated under
normal existing laws. The one and sole exception made was under the
European Coal and Steel Community Act 1955, under which diplomatic
privileges and immunities were conferred on the Community at a time
when Britain was not a party to it. However, the Community
itself did have the status of a true international organization in
that it was inter-governmental by nature. It was clearly not com-
parable to the position of IFPRI.
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The International Organization Act 1968 in Section 4 provides:

"Where an organization other than the
Commission of the European Communities of
which two or more foreign soverign powers, or
the governments of two or more such powers,
are members but of which neither the United
Kingdom or Her Majesty's Government in the
United Kingdom is a member, maintains or
proposes to maintain an establishment in the
United Kingdom then for purposes of giving
effect to any agreement made in that behalf be-
tween the United Kingdom or Her Majesty's
Government in the United Kingdom and that
organization, Her Majesty may by order in
council specifying the organization, make
either or both of the provisions in respect of
the organizations:

1) confer on the organization the legal
capacities of a body corporate; and

2) provide that the organization shall,
to such extent as may be specified in
the order, be entitled to the like
exemption or relief from taxes on such
income and capital gains as is ac-
corded to a foreign sovereign power."

It is to be noted that the above provision is inapplicable to IFPRI
so long as its membership does not include two or more Sovereign
Governments.

e) that both Houses of Parliament have a traditional abhorrence
of grant of immunities and privileges beyond the limits set by
existing legislation and customary international law, i. e. that on
consular and diplomatic relations and that applying to international
organizations under law-making conventions. The objection
mainly is on the ground that the grant of privileges and immunities
to non-governmental bodies and their personnel, particularly
when the United Kingdom is not a party to them, creates an element
of inequality of treatment under the law. A string of decisions of
the British courts and speeches of lawyers, politicians, judges and
statesmen in both Houses of Parliament can be traced in the British
parliamentary records going back to well over a century.
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6. Should the British Government decide in principle to treat IFPRI exceptionally
as an organization entitled to limited immunities and privileges, such a decision
could be translated into reality, not only by the enactment of a special Act of
Parliament, but under the provisions of the Annual Finance Act. This is a
method that has been used a great deal in the post-war era to implement legis-
latively certain governmental policies.

CONCLUSION

It is exceedingly difficult, but within the realm of possibility, to have special
legislation passed in Britain provided that the British Government took a positive
decision to do so under properly orchestrated pressure of the World Bank, the
United Nations Development Program, the Food and Agriculture Organization
and the International Development Research Centre applied at the highest level
within the British Government.



SUM ARY OF FINDINGS

PART I: STATUS OF IFPRI UNDER ENGLISH LEGLISLATION RELATING
TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

IFPRI is not an international organization within the meaning of the International
Organization Act 195. Therefore it is not entitled to enjoy any orivileges or
immunities that are normally extended either to inter-governmental organizations
or to diplomatic and consular missions and their entitled staffs.

PART Hl: STATUS OF IFPRI UNDER EXISTING LEGISLATION NOT
RELATING TO INTERNATIONAL ORGA.NIZATIONS

1. INCORPORATION

IFPRI can be established as a registered company without share capital
limited by guarantee, under the Companies Acts 1948-67, and subsequently
registered as a charity under the Charities Act 1960.

2. INSTITUTIONAL TAX STATUS

IFPRI, if incorporated as suggested in para I above, will enjoy complete
exemption from income tax, substantial exemption from local government
property rates and part relief from Value Added Tax (VAT).

3. PERSONAL TAX STATUS

a) IFPRI staff members who are resident in the United Kingdom but
not domiciled there and who are employed by non-resident
employers will be liable to tax on only 50% of their earnings
when they have been resident for more than 9 out of the previous
10 years in the United Kingdom in which case they will be liable
to tax on 75% of their earnings.

b) It is suggested that the establishment of IFPRI in London should
be linked to the formation of a similar body resident outside
the United Kingdom as a charity. Such a non-resident body
should employ overseas staff and second them for work with
the United Kingdom resident charity, i. e. IFPRI. Funds should
be channelled to the non- resident body. By such procedures,
non-United Kingdom domiciled internonal staff recruited to
work for IFPRI in London will legitimately be entitled to 50%
personal tax relief on their earnings gienerated by the exercise
or employment in the United Kingdom.
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c) The fn:-ction of the non--resident entity could be reduced to

a minimim, e. g. one person to carry cut functions for IF:

at the Secretariat of one of the promoting organizations or a
member of the firm of lawyers instructed in the formato f
the company and its registration as a charity.

) United Kingdomc rdean ts, wheher doumicid or not, bu t in

the employ of United Kingdom resident employers, are liable
to United Kingdom taxation on any earnings generated by
emokyment in the United Kingdom. Full relief from United

Kingdom taxation can be obtained only if the duties of employ-
ment are performed wholly outside the United Kingdom for more

than 365 consecutive days. If the period abroad is less than
365 days, 75% of the earnings are taxable.

4. IMMiGRATION STATUS

Provision of the Immigration Act 1971 will apply. Applications for work

permits will be issued by the United Kingdom Departrnent of Employment.
No difficulties are envisage in obtaining work perrits for professionally

recruited staff. !FPRI vii! be required to recruit non-specialist support

staff locally; no work permits will be issued to them.

PART lII: STATUS OF IFPRI UNDER NEW LEGISLATION

It is unprecedented and exceedingly difficult but within the realm of possibility

to have special legislation passed in Britain to confer a corporate status and

limited immunity and privileges on IFPRI provided:

a) pressure is exerted on the British Prime Minister by the

President of the World Bank, the Director-General of FAO,
representative of the United Nations Secretary-General,

and the President of the IDRC through diplomatic channels;

and

b) the British Government agrees to sponsor legislation in the

British Parliament to establish IFPRI as a quasi-international

organization endowed with a special status.

Strong resistance from the United Kingdom Ministry of Overseas Development

and the British Foreign and Commonwealth Office are expected.
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Report of Meeting on the Proposed
International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI)

at IDRC Headquarters, Ottawa, September 17, 1974

The Meeting was chaired by Sir, John Crawford of Australia with

the following participants:

David Bell, Ford Foundation

Ralph Cummings Jr., Rockefeller Foundation

R. K. Davidson, Rockefeller Foundation

Lehman B. Fletcher, USAID

Harold Graves, IBRD

Lowell S. Hardin, Ford Foundation

Dale Hathaway, Ford Foundation

W. David Hopper, IDRC

E. Ojala, FAO

Peter Oram, FAO

M. Yudelman, IBRD

1. The Chairman welcomed the participants and read a letter from

Mr. Mashler, regretting that the UNDP would not be represented at the

meeting, but expressing full support for the proposal under consideration.

Although the meeting was to be informal, the Chairman proposed that a

report be prepared to be presented to the Consultative Group (CG) at

their meeting on October 30 and 31, 1974. The Chairman presented the

agenda and it was approved.

Item 1: Review of TAC Recommendations

2. As background, the Chairman referred to his report to the Consultative

Group on behalf of TAC. (see attachment). He gave a resume of TAC's

consideration leading to its firm recommendation that an International

Food Policy Research Institute be established.
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3. The Chairman then reported the discussions at the Consultative Group

meeting and referred to Mr. Baum's summary which supported further consideration

at the next meeting of the Consultative Group on October 30 and 31.

4. Reference was made by Dr. Yudelman to the fact that, while strong

support for the proposal was voiced at the August meeting, some had

expressed doubts and a wish to delay deliberation until resolutions of

the World Food Conference were available for consideration. Mr. Graves

reported that he had had discussions with Dr. John Hannah, Deputy

Director-General of WFC, and had received his encouragement and opinion

that consideration of the IFPRI should proceed. (See his letter to

Dr. Hopper attached) It was noted that Chapter 13 of The World Food

Problem - proposals for national and international action, Item 9 of the

Provisional Agenda for the WFC, proposing a world food information

system, would be of interest to this group.

5. There was full acceptance, by those present, of the TAC proposal for an

independent food policy research institute, and an endorsement of its

general outline of functions and establishment. As recommended by TAC, the

institute would have the independence, competence and flexibility to undertake

critical analysis of key policy issues bearing on the world food situation.

The institute would have the following mandate:

./3
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a) to keep the global food and agricultural situation under continuous,

independent review through research utilizing both published and

unpublished data drawn from FAO, IBRD and other appropriate bodies.

b) to examine selected major food and agricultural policy and trade

problems, particularly those involving sensitive relationships

between and among governments.

c) to identify and research future problems of global concern

likely to have an important bearing on food production.

d) the proposed institute would also analyse the requirements for

bringing in new areas not previously used for food production and would

study the redevelopment needs of old land in need of reclamation

action, for example the saline areas of India and the Sahelian zone

of Africa.

e) While TAC did not consider that training should be a major aspect

of the Institute's work, it recommended there be a limited number of

graduate research fellowships for participants from developing

countries.

6. The proposed IFPRI would transmit up-to-date and relevant information

derived from its research to policy-makers, through research monographs,

seminars and workshops on selected topics, and specific devices such as an

annual conference. Its most recent research and its implications would be discussed

at the annual conference as well as published in the annual report.

./4
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7. TAC had stressed the need for close and sensitive working relationships

between the Institute and other agencies, with major responsibilities

in fields of food and agricultural policy analysis or socio-economic research

bearing on the agricultural sector, such as FAO and IBRD. Dr. Ojala, for

FAO, welcomed the closest working relationship possible. This could be

arranged independently of any question of legal relationship.

Item 2: Structure of the Institute

8. The Chairman briefly outlined the TAC thinking on the organizational

structure of the Institute. In parallel with other international centres,

it recommended that an international board be set up to establish the

institute and to provide close relationships with the other international

agencies concerned. In accordance with CG practice, it looked to the

establishment of a steering committee to examine such questions as the level

and type of staffing and the location of the Institute, and also to open

negotiations for the establishment and appointment of the proposed

international board.

9. The meeting endorsed the general approach and emphasized certain

points:

a) As with the agricultural research centres, the independence of the

Institute must be protected - the more so because of the potentially

controversial nature of its work.
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b) It was judged that the international Board of Trustees should

include about twelve to fifteen members. Focussing on the

independent and professional nature of the proposed institute,

the meeting favoured that a variety of nationalities be

represented and that related professional experience be an

important qualification in a significant proportion of

the members. Those eligible for nomination to the board should

include professionals in the field and could usefully include people

with governmental responsibilities, but not as representatives of their

governments. A small Board was considered desirable and the suggestion

made that the large representation from the host country on the

international centres' Boards would not be necessary in this case.

c) TAC envisaged a professional staff of about 12, half of whom would

be senior staff. The number could be kept small by the use of contract

task forces or universities for specific studies. A number could be

staff from the less developed countries working on a rotation basis

and then returning as principal advisers and policy makers to their

own countries. The staff of the international Centres would be closely

associated with the work of the Institute.

10. The question of the need for a research or program committee of the

IFPRI was raised, but it was thought that the partly professional nature of

the Board would permit a sub-committee of the Board to act in this capacity.

Moreover, it would be open to the director to arrange a committee of advice

as he felt the need.
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11. Names for the Board were put forward by some members and some

geographical and professional criteria for selection were mentioned.

It was agreed that Dr. Hopper should act as repository of these suggestions.

Item 3: Financing (and legal identity)

12. The Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation and the IDRC have

indicated willingness, subject to the formal approval of their respective

governing boards, to provide initial financial support. Some governments

may also be willing to provide funding. (eg. The CIDA position was reported

as "preferring not to be a founding member, but might be willing to be

an early contributor".)

13. Given the sensitive nature of some of the Institute's anticipated

research topics and the possibility of the need for a critical stanse on

some issues, some expressed fear that government support may affect or

appear to affect the IFPRI's independence, Therefore support by private

foundations may be the best approach, but this would be a matter-for the

Consultative Group.

14. It was agreed that requesting and receiving Consultative Group

endorsement was extremely important. Endorsement from the CG normally

implied:

a) work controlled by an international board,

b) work is genuinely independent of political interference,

c) members of CG back financially,

d) reports at Centres' week , and

e) subject to review procedures.

'7
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15. There would appear to be no constitutional problem for the Consultative

Group to endorse establishment of the institute even with the understanding

that for an initial period it would be financed by private organizations

which are part of the Consultative Group.

16. The intention is that the IFPRI would submit a report of its activities

for review at Centres' week each year, and a budgetary report which would

be open for examination in the usual way. TAC would also feel free to

review the work of IFPRI from time to time. The IFPRI could also accept

special project funds from outside the three agencies.

17. The existing international centres have a variety of legal identities

ranging from incorporation within the regular corporate laws of the host

country, statuatory creation by host government, to international status

by agreement between host government and other international agencies or

governments. Any specific form of establishment depends upon the arrange-

ment with the host country, therefore, a decision on the location must come

first.

18. The Chairman explained that a relationship with FAO was considered

for two reasons:

a) to ensure a smooth working relationship, and

b) to have a legal relationship between the two.

While a close working relationship with FAO was essential, and was assured,

it was recognised that this did not necessitate a legal tie to FAO.
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19. The legal relationship with FAO could take several forms:

a) The FAD Conference could undertake to create a separate, but

complementary organization under article XV of the FAO constitution.

This would require the involvement of at least two governments.

b) A trust fund arrangement was available and would impose certain

responsibilities on the Director-General of FAO.

It was recongized that these matters called for further examination.

Item 4: Location

20. The Chairman suggested some criteria which might be taken into

consideration in evaluating options for location:

a) a good intellectual climate and library,

b) good links with FAO, IBRD and other international bodies,

c) access to other work going on in the field,

d) the possibility of international status,

e) recruiting prospects,

f) effective links or relations with other centres.

21. In the Chairman's view, Rome or Washington offered the best location,

but he would also consider London, Paris, Geneva and Canada. Scandinavia was

added to the list as a possible site. Of paramount importance was that any

choice of location neither interfere with the independence of the institute

nor hamperin any serious way,recruitment through restrictive staff legal

status and immigration procedures.
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22. A Ford Foundation representative stated that they favoured Rome as

a first choice, because Italy held a neutral position in world food policy

and because of the proximity to the FAO, with a European city as a second

choice. The IDRC President also supported Rome as the best choice if an

assured connection with FAO could be arranged,with Washington as the second

choice because of the presence of USDA and IBRD, both doing well-respected

work in this field. London or Copenhagen couid also be considered.

Item 5: Institute Staff

23. The IDRC is currently building a potential staffing list and would be

pleased to receive suggestions.

Item 6: Next Steps

24. It was agreed:

a) that a report of this meeting be transmitted to the Consultative

Group for their meeting on October 30 and 31, 1974.

b) that the CG be invited to consider extending its endorsement to the

Institute and, as in the case of previous centres, to consider setting

up a CG committee of interested parties, with one organization acting as

executing agency, to establish the international Board for the Institute.

25. Further work will go forward in building potential lists for both

Directors and staff for the IFPRI.
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26. The meeting expressed the hope that a definitive statement might be

prepared for the Consultative Group meeting on the possible relations with

FAO. A detailed interpretation of the nature of legal establishment in

Rome was desired, including assessment of whether Article XV applies to

governments only and whether it applies only to an institute established

in Rome. It was also agreed to explore, in detail, establishment in

Washington and other locations.
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Daar David:

You will renember that during Internti Center Teek, the

Consultative Group discussed the questin of tethr there on d 1)

anything inconsiste.nt betueenu plalninn h eabDih-.at of an y

national lood Policy Research Inst i te and the ariou

nmight be cxpected to emerge f ro th1 dorld oo oli&

At the conclusion of the discussion, the Consult't C

Chairman said that he believed that the matter of est l

Institute should continue to be considered within the1 r

the Consultative Group. He sugges ted that there were tcwo ways o

pursuin- the question of the relationship to the worW ' orld

Food Conference: it might be pursued by the steering comittce or

by the Consultative Group Secretariat, but in either case, the pro

cedure should be quite informal.

I mentioned to you on the telephone 
several weeks ago that I

intended to visit the United Nations and to speak to Dr. John Hannah,

the Deputy Secretary-General of the World Food Conference, about this

matter. I made that visit on August 20. Dr. Hannah told me that in

his opinion the establishment of the proposed Institute should by all

means proceed.

It was subsequently pointed out to me that approval, in effect,

is given to the idea of a food policy research institute 
by the draft

recommendations which the Preparatory Committee of the World Food Con-

ference will consider in its meetings that begin next September 23.

The relevant draft recommendation occurs in Paragraph 
307 of the

Conference paper, "The Uorld Food Problem: Proposals for National and

International Action." That paragraph reads in part, w... It would be

a mistake to ne. lect other problems... a solution to which could bnefit

all parts of the world. These global topics might better 
be undertaken



Dr. w. David llopper - 2 - Septcm) er 3, 191"

in developad countries because o their sophistieated requirements, their

hi;;h co. Uul thr oA-tern naiture. Examples Include... develop in;

m0or r:pn v ulo - i rchinery for analyzin', and understandin isnues

relstd>~ Lo Uorld NO o plicy, the factors hearing on it, and thwir

fuLuro impli.cation...." Th complete text of this part of the paper is

attached.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Enclosure



THE UOI.J) FOOD PPOLP I

proposals for national and international- action

306. Tn Chapter 3 it was shown that to meet the food requirements of

1985 lar ge areas of new land will have to be brought into culti-

vation especially in Africa and South America. To make this possible the

neceo-sary res;ources should be allocated to studying the soil problems of

Lhe savannah belts and to the raanagement of the soils which are exposed

for the first time when tropical rain forests are cleared. There is here

a coMplex of problems which needs to be solved before arable farming can be

mzintained permanently in these districts.

307. Whiile, as can be seen from the foregoing examples, the topics

have immediate application in some or all developing countries, it would be

a grave mistake to neglect other problems of a much more fundamental charac-

ter, a solution to which could benefit all parts of the world. These global

topics mig;ht better be undertaken in developed countries because of their

sophisticated requirements, their high cost and their long-term nature.

Examples include the evolution of new "genetic engineering" and propagation

techniques; better understanding of the nitrogen-fixing mechanism; further

insight into energy/agriculture relationships, including the better and

cheaper utilization of sunshine, wind and water as energy sources, the

improvement of photosynthetic efficiency of plants, basic aspects of radia-

tion technology;_/ pollution studies as related to agriculture; improved

means of monitoring and understanding weather and relating weather patterns

to crop and livestock production and research (perhaps one of the more grossly

neglected aspects of science); developing more sensitive global machinery for

analyzing and understanding issues related to world food policy, the factors

bearing on it, and their future implications; and so on.

1/ There are, of course, already wide uses for techniques derived from atomic
energy resources in agricultural research. These include the induiction of
mutations as an aid to plant hreedin!; numerous applications in pest con-
trol, such as the sterile mal technique; the use of tracer isotopes,
neutron probes, etc. in work on soil-plant-water reintionship; and plant
nutrition; food preservation by irradiation; the development of radiation-
attenuated vaccines for the control of pathogenic parasites in livestock

etc. Further advances may be expected from future basic research.
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Item 6: PROPOSAL FOR A WOiLD FOOD POLICY DISTITTE

Report of TAC Sub-Committee

A. Background

1. In considering the relevance of research in the social sciences to its mrandate the
TAC has explicitly recognized the importance of the work of the economists and sociologizts
at the International Centres in guiding the prog-ramme formulation of those Centres and in
securing the successful application of the results of their technical research. TAC has
also emphacized the need for strengthening national research efforts in the field of
public policy related to agricultural development, and urged that suitable feed-in/feed-back
mechanisms be established to transmit to government planners the findings of micro-economic
research on the use and implications of new technology.

2. In addition to these aspects of socio-economic research in agriculture attention was
drawn at the seminar on socio-economic research for agricultural development held in Washington
in July 1973 to the need for policy studies related to certain problems affecting groups
of countries or even the overall pattern of world agriculture, hopefully leading to better
management of the world's food and agricultural resources, and the avoidance or at least
the alleviation of recurrent famines, scarcities of critical inputs, price fluctuations,
and other crises. It was suggested that means of satisfying this need might also be examined
by the Technical Advisory Committee.

3. A further consequence of the Washington seminar was the appointment by the Ford
Foundation of a consultant (Mr. O.V. Wells) to report on the need for research related to
world food policy, and the approaches which might be followed in undertaking it.
Coincidentally, FAO was evolving a proposal (which it had already conceived prior to the
seminar), for the sponsorship of a semi-autonomous Development Research Centre, which
would also work inter alia on certain aspects of world food policy problems, but which was
envisaged as having a wider role in undertaking socio-economic studies related to the
whole process of rural development.

4. An FAO paper. related to this proposal within the overall context of socio-economic
research was discussed by TAC at its seventh meeting, and the members also met Mr. Wells
informally concerning his report. As a result of these discussions, the TAC concluded that
there were important policy issues of a global or inter-country nature on which research
appeared to be needed, and where an analytical approach conducted by an independent and
high level group could enable governments and agencies concerned with agricultural development
to be better informed and thus permit more rational and international policies to be shaped.
It was pointed out that the outcome of such research could have a significant bearing on
the research priorities and direction of future programmes supported by the Consultative
Group, by providing guidance o, the changing supply outlook for commodities and inputs, and
the possible global constraints on the adoption of new technology imposed by economic
factors. TAC ought therefore to be concerned with such a service because it affected the
viability of its advice.

5. It was accordingly decided to set up a sub-committee to clarify the nature of the
problems requiring research in this field, and possible approaches to initiating the work
required, as a basis for a paper to be discussed at the July TAO meeting. It was agreed
that the sub-committee would be composed of Sir John Crawford, Dr. Hopper, Dr. Ruttan, and
Mr. Oram.
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B. eort of the Sub-Committee

1. Ageement in princiole on need for an indemendent
World Food Policy institute

6. The Sub-Committee met in Washington, D.C. on 3 May and was informed by Mr OV "el
concerning the reasons for changes made in his revised report, and also by Mr. or of th,development of FAO's thinking on this matter.

7 I was apparent from this exchange of views that there was a broad measure of
coincidence concerning the need for strengthened inter-disciplinary research on polic issue
of world or inter-country significance bearing on agricultural development with cartiula
reference to matters affecting world food production, consumption and trade. Becaum e
research could involve highly sensitive inter-relationships between countries, and oug toconducted without political impediment it was also recommended both by Mr. Wells and
that it be undertaken at a newly created institute with a basis of independent fundi ngovernance. For reasons of economy and working efficiency, however, there was a connu
that any such institute should be located in close proximity to a major agricultural agenc
with broad-based expertise, good contacts with developing countries, and modern libra- a
compilation, information, and computer facilities. Rome was suggested as the most convnie
location, with a close association between the proposed Institute and FAO.

8 The Sub-Committee concurred with these ideas and unanimously suoeorte'd tn V
for the establis'rment of a new Institute to stuyElobal nroblemg affectingr -=iru'
development. It felt, however, that no single institute could cope effectively wich,
entire field of socio-economic research covering all aspects of agricultural and rura'development as originally proposed by FAO, and, in view of the likelihood of continuin
uncertainty and difficulty over the world food situation, it recommended that the manate
of the institute now being considered should be circumscribed to research and related
activities concerned primarily with world food policy. It might in fact be named t or>Food Policy Institute".

9. Within thin general mandate it should be given terms of reference broad enough toenable it both to keep in view the current problems and policies of major producirg dconsuming nations and their probable impact on the short-term food situation in the wer1with particular reference to the outlook for developing countries; and, through analis
of selected key policy issues, to offer guidance to national and international rlarr x ,on the m easures required to improve the managenent of agricultural production resorto increase world food supplies, and to achieve a more -equitable distribution of avai able

10. In the light of the endorsement given by the Sub-Committee to the need for suchInstitute, Dr. Hopper informed the Sub-Committee that an outline proposal based on Mr Wellsreport had been submitted to his Board of Governors for provisional r.pproval, nd tha$ this habeen given. He believed that the Ford Foundation would also be sympathetically inclen-a totowards a soundly based proposal for a World Food Policy Institute, and that other no-governmental donors might be interested. He felt that the TAC could accept that sufficient
funds were in sight to enable such an Institute to be established, and to support it for upto five years.

11. Nevertheless, the governing bodies of the sponsors wished to have reasonable
assurance that, provided an independent review of its programme (to be undertaken after ithad been in operation for about three years), gave justification for its continuation, anapproacln could be made to the Consultative Group for additional finanoing of the proposed
Insitute after the initial five years had elapsed.

12. For this reason, he believed that it was extremely important that the Sub-Committeeshould present its ideas on the proposal in a way which spelled out -to the TAC the role,
ranrate, and structure of the Institute in a clear and precise form so that it could make
specific recommendations to the Consultative Group endorsing support in principle orotherwise for their proposals.
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2. MawLte and functions for a World Food Policy Instituto

Vandate

13. The Sub-Committee recognized the need for an autonomous institution having a broad
mandate to undertake independent critical analysis on major problems and policy issues
bearing on the world food situation as indicated in paras. 8 and 9 above.

14. It considered that its two main tasks should lie in research, and in the dissemination
of the results of this research to as wide a public as possible, but particularly to national
and international agencies concerned with higher agricultural.policy decisions so as to enable
administrators to make better informed decisions.

15. In its research programme, the new Institute should endeavour to complement rather than
to compete with or duplicate the work of FAO, IBRD, and other Agencies with major programmes in
fields of food and agricultural policy analysis or socio-economic research related to
agriculture. This it could do by focussing its effort particularly on the analysis of
controversial or politically sensitive issues, where the freedom of action or expression of
other agencies dependent on government support might be inhibited, even if such issues were
theoretically within their terms of reference. Conceivably the Institute could also examine
constructively the policies, priorities, and approaches of those agencies as a means of
offering guidelines for their future activities. In any case, close and sensitive working
relationships would have to be evolved from which both the Institute and the agencies
concerned would benefit.

16. The Sub-Committee also stressed that the Institute would have to be highly selective
in its choice of topics for research. Dr. Ruttan pointed out that it could not hope to
review the food policies of every country, nor should it attempt to tackle agricultural
sector analysis or long-term perspective studies. These should be considered as part of
FAO's regular activities. It was agreed, however, that selected comparative studies of
development experiences and the lessons to be drawn from them could form part of the
Institute's work; and that even though it was undesirable as well as unfeasible for it to
attempt to cover the whole gamut of agricultural development, partial analysis could be
very valuable if it was concentrated on really crucial problems involving policy decisions
of world significance for future food supply where it was often possible to identify common
elements affecting countries which were widely dispersed geographically. This should
probably be the major role of the Institute.

17. The collection and compilation of national statistics on a routine basis, although
an important feed-in to the work of such an Institute, was not envisaged as part of its
task, since this work is handled adequately by FAO and other Agencies such as IBRD and OECD.
The Sub-Committee believed, however, that a mine of useful information existed in unpublished
data and studies in the archives of such Agencies, as well as outside the UN system and in the
private sector, Not infrequently these reports were restricted because of their political
implications, and collection, collation, and critical analysis of such information and its
comparison with official published data could shed fresh light on the problems and motivations
conditioning food policies of major countries or groups of countries. This should be an
important continuing research task of the Institute, particularly as a contribution to its
food policy and agricultural outlook activities.

18. The Sub-Committee shared Mr. Wells' concern with the weakness of short-term
intelligence on the global food situation, which had left the world unprepared for the
crisis of 1972.1/ It believed, however, that actions taken since, e.g. by the United States,
and by FAO with additional Regular Programme support, to improve reporting and to initiate

1/ Intelligence is defined as the information available at any given time as a basis for
decision-making: it differs from full statistics in the sense that the latter often
come too late to help in a critical situation.
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an early warning syytem of emergency situations, should greatly improve current awareness
of food supplies and stocks. It did not, therefore, think that the proposed Institute
should undertake this type of food intelligence work, but should rather concentrate on
food policy and outlook analysis, drawing on food intelligence information derived fr1om other
Agencies as part of its feed-in to this part of its programa..

19. While in nn way downgrading the importance of training and technical assistance
activities, the Sub-Comnmittee felt that these were best undertaken by other means than throu -h
an Institute with the role and staff structure they were envioaging. It was agreed that
technical assistance should not form any part of its duties (although it might draw the
attention of appropriate Agncies to major lacunae), and that training should be confined
to seminars, workshops, and the "in-service" work of the small number of associate research
scholars from developing countries who would form a part of its staff component On a
revolving basis.

Functions

20. Within this broad framework the main functions of the Institute were foreseen asn
follows:

(a) Research: Three main tasks were suggested:

(i)-To keep the current global food and agricultu-al situation under indeendent
surveillance (supplydemand, stocks, and short--: rm outlook for the major agr cultural
products, as well as fertilizer and other inputs, price and trade developments and
prospects).

Its main source of intelligence for this purpose would be secondary data, drawn frr-
FAO, IB.RD, and other appropriate bodies, but utilizing both published and unpushed
information.

*i) To examine selected major food and agricultural nolicy and trade roblems
articularly those involving sensitive relationshi between and amon countries

e.g. distribution of fertilizer or other inputs in sort supply; food, znd oto- a id
policies; cartels and their implications; export policies of major producers; trade
preferences, trade barriers, and other effects of policies adopted by develored countries on
the agriculture of developing countries. This research would be done in coop era oni
other international agencies and national institutions, and the results wCuld be fd n
the outlook and information activities of the Institute. A particular objective woul be
to help national planners identify the possible impact of problem3 or actions arising u
their countries on their internal coonomies and policies.

(iii) To identify and research emerging and future problems of global concern likel to
have an imoortant bearinc on food production and utilizaticn including c o c <cEen
suolies for food and feed) in the lonxer term

A major ob.jective of these studies would be to indicate the actions needed in the
next few vears to gaar up for better resource allocation and management and to improve
productivity and food availability in the long run. The Sub-Committee were of the opinion
that this aspect of development policy is currently receiving inadea-uate attention both
vis-a-vis short-term emergency action and long-term perspective planning.

21. Some illustritive examples of relevant issues requiring research, all of which involveelements of contention, sensitivity, and possible conflicts between national and wider
interests include:

- the implications of the energy crisis for food supply,.food and input
production strategy, and research on the development of new agricultural
technology;
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- the potential impact of promising new technologies in production of food

or feed or in input manafacture, on world output of crecific comrmodities,
trade, price, and comparative advantaga for location of production;

- the opportunities, costs, technical and human problems, and potential

benefits to the nations immediately concerned, and externally, of

developing the world's "empty lands" for agriculture;

- weather patterns, climatic change and instability, and their significance

for national and world emergency reserve food stock policies;

- the magnitudes of post-harvest waste of food and the potential pay-off

of remedial measures at various stages in the chain;

- the causes of, and possible remedies for, lagging growth in food production

in developing countries; comparative analysis of selected development

strategies (China, India, Japan, Egypt, Mexico, etc.), their successes

in evolving institutional change which increases productivity, any common

features determining success or failure, and the transferability of

their experiences elsewhere;

- the adequacy of agricultural research policies and establishments to

future needs, the resources and investments required to cover priority

gaps, and the approaches to their optimum-cllocation;

- the inter-relations and possible conflicts between the goals of, employment,

increasing food output and mass alleviation of rural poverty.

22. Such studies would either have to be undertaken on a task force basis, by teams of

research fellows and associates, and/or by sub-contracting to appropriate universities or

other research institutions. The "core" staff of the Institute, in addition to participation

where feasible, would have an important "think tank" role in identifying researchable topics,

screening for priority, and working out methodology in collaboration with members of the

task forces. There is also a clear need to associate staff of the International Research

Centres, and of the agencies of the UT system in such studies, both to give the broad input

of inter-disciplinary expertise and experience of developing countries required to supplement

the background of the Institute's staff, and because the output of the Institute, if it has

its feet firmly on the ground, ought to be highly relevant to their own policies and

programmes.

(b) Information activities

23. An important task of the Institute must be to transmit up-to-date and relevant

information on the world food situation and outlook to national policy makers. This would

be done through regular periodic publications, seminars, workshops, and the device of an

annual world food outlook conference.

24. In addition to improving current awareness of major changes in agricultural policy

by important producing countries or the introduction of new technologies 
which were likely to

affect their own policy decisions, such meetings would provide opportunities for interchange

of ideas with nat -nal planners on critical issues of international agricultural policy and

would thus also offer. guidance to the Institute as to what additional 
research was needed

and how it might be approached.

25. The Sub-Committee envisaged the Institute as having two 
main annual publications,

supplemented by special research monographs as an outcome 
of its task force activities.

These two publications would be:
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(1) An nnual World Aricultural Policy Review, highlighting the
components of agricultural policy in major producing countries
or groups of countries, which might have significant effects on
the short-term world food situation, as well as internally to those
countries. This would be, inter alia, an attempt to define likely
trouble spots related to food supply, input availability, etc.

(2) An annual Outlook on Food and Agriculture related to a longer time
horizon and a broader perspective. This would incorporate and draw
conclusions from the special studies of the Institute, as well as from
analysis and critical appraisal of other relevant research such as
that undertaken by FAO, UNRISD, IBRD, and the Club of Rome. It would
examine issues such as future availability of production requisites,
(e.g. who is building new fertilizer capacity, where, what types, and
with what resources based), and the probable impact on price and
availability of inputs; it would draw attention to new agricultural
technology and its implications (e.g. high lysine sorghum); it might
review the inter-relationships between population, income growth and
distribution, demand for food, and the incidence of malnutrition, and
so on.

(c) Trainin

26. As indicated earlier, the Institute is not seen by the Sub-Committee as having a
formal training role; but a limited number of graduate research associates from developing
countries (probably around 10 in any one year) would be working as part of its research staff
and would in effect be receiving "in-service" training in this way. Their experience would
also be invaluable in helping to ensure the relevance of the work of the Centre to the key
problems affecting the food and nutrition situation in the developing countries.

27. A further contribution to training would be the programme of problem-oriented seminars
and workshops, which is foreseen as an important part of the Institute's study programa a-i

C "think tank" role; and which might be conducted, at least in part, in locations outside the
Institute's headquarters where typical problem situations could be studied "in situ" ad lcai
staff involved.

28. The Sub-Committee considered that for a single centre of the type proposed to be
able to exert a useful and effective influence on critical matters related to world food
policy it must satisfy two conditions. First, it must' demonstrate its competence to select
the right issues and to undertake relevant and down-to-earth research in tune with major
trends in world agricultural development, from which it would produce sensible guidance on
priority problems. For this it would require a well balanced and skilled inter-disciplinay
ctaff; secondly, and indispensible to this, it must be able to speak freely and with
confidence in a way which governments would listen to. For thi it should have a structure
apt to ensure an autonomy in the exercise of its functions comparable to that of the
International Agricultural Research Centres.

3. Organization of the Institute and operational linkages

29. Two basic models which might provide this sort of flexibility were originally
suggested by Mr. O.V. Wells for the proposed Institute, one modelled in fact on the pattern
of the existing International Research Centres and financed through the Consultative Grouo
on International Agricultural Research; the other analagous to the International Institute
of Strategic Studies (IISS). While both of these models would have the purpose of creating
an organization which would be independent of government controls on its freedom of ehoic4
of problems on which to work and publication of its results, support for the International
Research Centres is now largely from governmental agencies, whereas that for the IISS is
private. It comes from the membership of individuals, universitiea, corporations, etc. on
a fee-paying basis, and members receive the standard institute publications and attend
seminars appropriate to their interests.
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30. While appreciating the advantages of IIS3 modsl in helping to create po3ssible working-

linkage3 and in obtaining ideas and infornation, the Sub-Committee felt that this approach and

that patter-ned on the International Research Centres were not mutually exclusive. A sufficient

volume of solid financial support was c-nsidered essential to launch the Institute and to

guarantee its continuance for a sufficient period to attract high calibre staff. This appeared

to be in slght from private sources, as already indicated by Dr. Hopper. Once the Institute

was established it could well prove possible to solicit additional private support through a

scheme similar to that followed by the IISS. Should the results prove unsatisfactoryr or the

workings of the scheme too cuanberoome, 'but the Institute nevertheless was doir valuable work

which they and the TAG felt ought to be continuad, the Sub-Committee considered that there

was nothing to stop the main backers of the Institute going to the Consultative Group for

additional financing along the lines indicated earlier by Dr. Hopper.

31. The Sub-Committea was in agreement that the Institute should be located in Rome, in

close association with FAO, with working arrangements <oh would enable it to draw on FAO's

statistical and food intelligence data without having to duplicate it, and which would also

enable it to utilize FAO's other facilities (library, computer, etc.) if necessary on a fee-

paying basis. It also recognized the value of being able to draw on FAO's staff knowledge

both at headquarters and in the field, either for information or for participation in research

task forces, study groups, seminars, etc.

32. At the sane time it was considered of nraiount importance to maintain independence

and fiexibility in the ursuit of the Institute's activities and the Sub-Committee saw the need

Tor very careful negotiations with FAO to ensure that aderuate autonomy could be achieved

before a final decision on its location was reached. While no set formulat had bean

conceived, it was felt that an arrangement under a Trust Fund, operating under the control of

an elected board analagous to that recently created for the Genetic Resources Programme should

be explored.

33. Mr. Oram was asked whether FAO had been able to examine the legal and administrative

questions involved here. He informed the Sub-Cofrittee that, in connection with FAO's own

thinking on a possible Development Research Centre, their legal staff had examined several

lines of approach, drawing both on FAC's own experience and constitutional procedures,and on

the procedures followed in creating other autonomous research-oriented institutions 
such as the

UN Research Institute for Social Development (UTRISD), the URN Institute for Training and

Research (UNITAR), the International Institute for Labour Studies of ILO (IILS), and the

OECD Development Centre. While their conclusions were still somewhat preliminary and the

legal technicalities would have to be spelled out in more detail, he understood 
that the two

main solutions considered most appropriate to an institution of the type the Sub-Committee

was now considering were along the following general lines

34. (i) To establish an Institute under Article XV of FAO's Constitution, by means of an

agreement between FAO and a host government (Italy). The "Guiding Principles" relating to

Article XV allow for a considerable degree of flexibility in negotiating such an Agreement,

but certain basic features must be regarded as more or less mandatory. These were:

First, as regards its legal status, the Institute would need to be established as an

"International~Foundation"'and'thud-be endowed with the "capacity of a legal person"; not being

an organ of FAO, that organization "should not assume any civil, financial or other respons:-

bility other than those provided for in the agreement"; provision should be made for

privileges and immunities of the Institute, the members of the governing body and the staff,

twhich "should be international. in character"

Second, the host government -would occupy a key position, since it (rather than TAC) :as

expected to provide "land, buildings, premises, maintenance, protection, public utilities, etc."

Third, no specific provision existed regarding the composition of the governing body,

except that the Director-General should be "represented ...... in a purely advisory capacity".
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Fourth, the Director of the Institute would be appointed by the Governing Body after
consultation with the Director-General of FAO, and in turn be responaible for recruiting and
appointing the staff.

Fifth, with respect to the procedure for concluding an agreement, Article XV provided
for two distinct stages: (a) an authorization by the Conference to the Director-General to
negotiate; (b) approval of the text of the agreement by the Conforence or by special
delegationto the Council.

35- A major snag about this approach, assuming it were acceptable to the potential donors
and to other supporters of the Institute, including the Consultative Group, would be that it
could involve considerable delay arising from the need for formal approval from FAO's
Governing Bodies and for negotiations between FAO and the Government. This would apply with
even greater force to any institute outside the constitutional framework of FAO. Apart from
the fact that there may be doubts whetner the Consultative Group or a body of donors constitutes
a legal entity for the Government to negotiate with,the legislative and/or administrative
procedures for establishing an Institute under domestic laws are likely to be very complex.
It therefore seemed desirable to explore an alternative solution (in fact that suggested by
the Sub-Committee), e.g. a Trust Fund arrangement.

36. (ii) A Centre established under a Trust Fund.l/It appeared- that legally this would be
feasible, but certain conditions would apply. These werel

(a) As the Trust Fund would be under FAO's administration, its
establishment would be reported to the Finance Committee. Its accounts
would have to be audited within FAO's standard procedures. Rules for
the use of funds could, however, be laid down by the donors in agreement
with the Director-General of FAO.

(b) The progra=mme could be laid down by tha subscribers to the Trust Fund
as in the case of a field programme, but presumably through a Board. The
Programme Committee and the Council would be appraised, but their
examination of Trust Fund operations is generally limited to the bearing
they may have on FAO's Regular Programme and Budget.

(c) Staff would be treated as FAO staff, but not as Regular Programme
employees, i.e. they would be entitled to normal FAO rights and privileges,
(e.g. FAO/IERD Cooperative Programme staff are now treated as "field rtaff"').
1ationality quotas would not apply in recruitment. Provision could be made
for the appointment of the Centre's Director in consultation with the
Director-General of FAO and the Board, and for recruitment of the Centre's
staff, research fellows and consultants by the Director, either acting on
his own initiative or taking into account any proposals which might be made
by the Board.

(d) FAO normally imposed a servicing charge to cover rent of office space,
administrative and auditing costs for handling the Trust, recruitment
procedures, and provision of maintenance and other facilities within the
building including library and information services. However, this
could be negotiable as had happened with the Genetic Resources Board.
If the Centre were located outside FAO's headquartero area the Trust
would have to -pay the rent and related costs. Other non-standard
facilities required from FAO, e.g. computer space or professional staff
time for specific research tasks would have to be paid for by the Trust Fund.

1/ Under such an arrangement the use of the term "Centre" is considared preferable by FAo for
constitutional reasons. Since this terminoloj would also be in line with the trend of
usage in the Consultative Group, the Sub-Committee might in any case wish to consider
adopting the title "World Food Policy Research Centre" instead of "World Food Policy
Institute" as proposed by Mr. Wells.



(e) Once an agreed proposal had been formulated it .would then be reported
by FAO to the Programme and Finance Committees and the Council.

37- The most practical approach might well be to commence with a Centre under a Trust
Fund arrangement, and then to explore with the Italian Government possibilities and
conditions for the establishment of an independent Institute associated with FAO as indicatedin para. 34 above. Once the necessary legal formalities were completed the Trust Fund vouldbe transferred to the administration of the In3titute, and arrangements would be envisaged fortransferring some or all of the Centre's personnel to the Institute as the nucleus of its"core" staff.l/

4. Structure, staffing, and budget of the Centre

38. The Sub-Committee recommends that the Centre be established with a relativelysmall core staff, supported by a strong cadre of visiting fellows and research associateswhjo-would be selected in relation to specific research tasks with a finite time horizon.This should give it the flexibility needed to meet changing imperatives in its researchprogramme as required by an extremely dynamic and volatile world food situation, whileke-ping down the overheads inherent in administering a large permanent staff.

39. As indicated in para. 36 above, the basic model envisaged is that of a Centrewhose programme would be determined by an autonomous Board, operating under a Trust Fundadministered by FAO and whose employees would be accorded the privileges and immunities
of FAO staff.

40. The Sub-Co.mittee feels, however, that the permanent staff nucleus of four
professionals proposed in the O.V. Welld report is inadequate to ensure continuity ofmanagement in the event of absence on duty travel, leave or sickness of one of the three
senior staff, and that the addition of at least two senior professionals to the core staffis therefore desirable. The suggested grades and duties of these senior core staff are setout in Annex Table 1.

41. Similarly, the Sub-Committee sees a need for greater flexibility in hiring researchfellows either as Special Consultants, or on a fixed-term contract as task force projectleaders teamed up with the research associates mentioned in para. 26. At any one timearound six visiting fellows might be working at the Centre. A corollary of this is that thesmn of '20,000 a year suggested in the Wells' report is clearly inadequate for aninstitution whose success will depend heavily on its external relationships, and it isrelevant to note that international-travel costs for A -single-outposted international
technical specialist with regional responsibilities can be as high as $ 10,000.

42. While certain aspects of the administration of the proposed Centre such as financeand auditing would be handled by FAO, the Director would be responsible for arrangementsregarding personnel, recruitment, travel, purchasing, and day-to-day running of the Institute'saffairs in accordance with budgetary provisions adopted by the Board to provide supportservices.

43. The Budget (Annex Table 1) has been calculated on FAO salary scales and gradings,although Mr. Wells expressed some reservations to the Sub-Committee as to the adequacy ofthe grading proposed for the Director in his report,and also concerning the flexibility of theFAO system of gradings and opportunities for promotion on merit without creating special
posts in the hierarchy.

I/ Under Article XV the title "Institute" would be constitutionally acceptable, but the use of"Centre" could be retained if preferred.
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44. In the light of the various changes and additions discussed above the Sub-Ccmmitt -anticipated an initial running expenditure somewhat in excess of the 0785,00 postulated inthe Wells report, probably of an order of magnitude around 31 million. In fact tht totalindicated in Annex Table 2 is $1,005,519.

45. This sum includes a factor for rented premises, since given the extremely tightaccommodation situation within FAO itself and the need for the Centre to be insulated tosome degree from the hurly-burly of FAO's routine activities, renting is likely to be anecessity. A more permanent solution would seem desirable, however, and perhaps an approachmight be made to the Italian Government to make available a building for the Centre at a"peppercorn" rent. Capital costs are likely to be very low by comparison with those of theInternational Research Centres; mainly transport (one car, one station wagon), officeequipment, and desk computers.

46. In computing the future recurrent expenditure of the Centre it would be wise tonote that Italy, even more than most developed countries, is experiencing a period of neriousinflation. While it is to be hoped that the current increase of around 20 percent perannum will fall in the near future, it would be unwise to project an inflationary increaseof less than 15 percent per annum for the next three years, even assuming there is noexpansion in the actual programme of work and staff component after the Centre is f'ullyoperational.



Table 1: UORLD FOOD POLICY INSTITUE I

PROPOSED STAFF LIST

Post Grade Standard Unit Cost!' Total
PO.S. ~ U.S.3 U.S.t

Director (1) D2 42,060 42,060

Assistant Director () Di 37,620 37,620

(Chief Outlook Officer)

Senior Research Officer (3) P5 35,820 109,460

Research Associates (8) P2 21,600 172,800

Administrative Officer (W' P1 17,400 17,400

Secretary/Supervisor )

Library Assistant (3) 6 15,900 47,700

Statistical Assistant )

Secretarie's (2) 05 13,860 27,720

Bilingual Stenographers and

Clerk Stenographers (5) G4 11,880 59,400

Driver and Messenger/Clerk (2) G2 8,940 17,880

TOTAL: 532,040

1/ Based on FAO's Standard Rates for Personnel Services, inclusive

of salaries and Common Staff Costs.

2f One economist, one econometrician, one agriculturalist.
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ANNE

Table 2: WORLD. FOOD POLICY IBTI-7Z. t

ANfUAL BUDG-P (First Year)

U. S. 3

1. Personal Services

Headquarters "core" staff (see Table 1) 532,040
Consultant services (20 man/months Dl grade) -62,700

2. Travel

Duty travel, staff and consultants 40,000
(excluding appointment, repatriation and leave)

3. Executive Board 'Meetings

15 members, twice annually, honoria, per diem, 70,000
and travel

4. Meetings, Seminars and Conferences

2 large (30 participants) and 2 smaller 80,000
(10 participants) annually, including travel

5. Documentation and Publications

Including translation costs (at approx. $100 20,000
per 1,000 words)

6. Rent and maintenance of premises 60,000

7. Miscellaneous 75,000

Expendable stores, postage and cables charges,
contingencies

Total U.S.S 939,740

Assuming 7 percent project servicing costs 65,779

U.S.S 1,005,519
-- - - - - -
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Table 3: WJRLD FOOD POLICY INSTITT :

CAPITAL COSTS 1

U.S. S

Office Eauipment and Furniture

- 14 professional officers - each $ 500 7,000

- 10 secretaries (including cost of typewriters,
filing cabinets, shelving, etc.) - each 3 825 8,250

- Photo-copier (1) 1,200

- Duplicator (1) 770

- Desk computer, with accessories (1) 20,000

- Desk calculators (10) 4,400

- Audio-visual equipment 2,000

- Library and registry equipment 3,300

Vehicles

- Station :agon (Fiat 124) (1) 3,000

- Saloon car (Fiat 132) (1) 3,850

Total U.S. S 53,770

1/ Based on figures used in FAO's 1974/75 budget with 10 percent

inflationary weighting.
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MEIMORANDUM NOTE DE -E C

TaOk Participants of the Meeting DAE: October 3, 197' 2

s Internaf l Food Policy Research Institut( (IFEPRI)

Attached is a report of the proceedings of the meeting on

September 17, 1974 on the Proposed International Food Policy Research

Institute (IFPRI).

2. I would appreciate receiving an indication of concurrence or suggested

amendments as promptly as possible.

3. The amended report will be forwarded to Mr. Gravr'or the

Consultative Group meeting on October 30-31, 1974.



Report of Meeting on the Proposed
International Food Policy Research Institute (F;<I)

at IDRC Headquarters, Ottawa, September 17, 1974

The Meeting was chaired by Sir John Crawford of Australia witLn

the following participants:

Dav Be Ford Foundation

alhammings Jr., Rockefeller Foundation

R K. Davidson, Rockefeller Foundation

Lehman B. Fletcher, USAID

Harold Graves, IBRD

Lowell S. Hardin, Ford Foundation

Dale Hathaway, Ford Foundation

W. David Hopper, IDRC

E. Ojala, FAO

Peter Gram, FAO

M. Yudelman, IBRD

The Chairman welcomed the participants and read a letter from

Mr. MashIer, regretting that the UNDP would not be represented at the

meeting, but expressing full support for the proposal under consideration.

Although the meeting was to be informal, the Chairman proposed tat a

report be prepared o be presented to the Consultative Group (CG) at

their meeting on October 30 and 31, 1974. The Chairman presented the

agenda and it was approved.

Item l: Review of TAC Recommendations

2. As background, the Chairman referred to his reor the Consultative

Group on behalf of TAC. (see attachment). He gave a resume of TAC's

consideration leading to its firm recommendation that an International

Food Policy Research Institute be established.

.. 2
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3. The Chairman then reported the discussions at the Consultative Group

meeting and referred to Mr. Baum's summary which supported further consideration

at the next meeting of the Consultative Group on October 30 and 3

Rerence was made by Dr. Yudelman to the fact that, while strong

suport for the proposal was voiced at the August meeting, some had

expressed doubts and a wish to delay deliberation until resolutions of

te World Food Conference were available for consideration. Mr. Graves

reported that he had had discussions with Dr. John Hannah, Deputy

Director-General of WFC, and had received his encouragement and opinion

that consideration of the IFPRI should proceed. (See his letter to

DE. por attached) It was noted that Chapter 13 of The World Food

proposals for national and international action, Item 9 of the

Provisional Agenda for the WFC, proposing a world food information

system, would be of interest to this group.

S. There was full acceptance, by those present, of the TAC proposal for an

indepa-dent food policy research institute, and an endorsement of its

general outline of functions and establishment. As recommended by TAC, the

instiute would have the independence, competence and flexibility to undertake

critical analysis of key policy issues bearing on the world food situation.

The institute would have the following mandate:

./3



a (e ~ the global food an agricultural situation under continuous

S review thu esrch utilizin both published A

lied dat drawn Vm WA, IBRD and Lhr appropriate

b) to xmn seleed mor Fo agricultural poliQ and t

prbems particularly os involving sensitive relationships

TweI and among govrn

c) to identify and re sc future problems of global concern

likely to have a Jiorant qern on food production.

d) o proposed institute w a lIso daJ e the req urmns for

bringing in new areas not previously used for food producticn and would

Itd -the redevelopment ne of old land in ne; tion

action, for exampl the saline areas of India and the ShiaW zone

of Africa.

u w) Whl no conider in t 1alning should be a jo ct

of h institte s wrk , 'is A t r eded there be a limited number of

graduate research fellowhp for participants from developing

COuntries.

6. The proposed IPRI would transmit up-to-date and relevant information

drivdfrom its research to policymakr s , through rs earc onographs

emn nws on selecte topics, and specifi devices such as an

annua conferee its most recn t research and its implications would be discussed

at theannual conference as well as published in the annual report.

/.
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7, TA had stressed i n or close and sensitive woring rationships.

betwee a he institute and othe a gncies, with major responsi iiies

in ieds of food and agricltur1 poicy analysis or soi -enoic research

bearin; on the agricultural sector, such as FAO and IBR. Dr. Qjala, for

c the clses wI eulationship possible. This cold be

arrage. .idenjntly of any question of legal relationship.

item Structure of th tt

8. The Chairman briefly outlined the TAC thinking on the organizational

strucrre of th Institute. In parallel with other in centres,

it recom medd that an iternational board be set up to establish the

institute an to providu close relationships with the other international

ag enies concerned. In accordance with CG practice, it looked to the

establishment of a steering cOMMitte to examine such questions as the level

and type of staffing a the lcation of the Institute, and also to apen

negotiaticns for the establishment and appointment of the proposed

international board.

9. Th meing endoroi th geneal ajproach and cmphasized cr tain

a) As with he agricultural research centres, the indeendence of the

institute must be proteted - the more so because of the potentially

contSrvesial nature of its work,
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b) it was judged that the international Board of Trustees should

include about twelve to fifteen members. Focussing on the

independent and professional nature of the proposed institute,

the meeting favoured that a variety of nationalities be

represented and that related professional experience be an

important qualification in a significant proportion of

ohe members. Those eligible for nomination to the board should

include professionals in the field and could usefully include people

with governmental responsibilities, but not as representatives of their

governments. A small Board was considered desirable and the suggestion

made that the large representation from the host contrv on the

international centres' Boards would not be necessary in tis case.

c) TAC envisaged a professional staff of about 12, half of whom would

be senior staff. The number could be kept small by the use of contract

task forces or universities for specific studies. A number could be

staff from the less developed countries working on a rotation basis

and then returning as principal advisers and policy makers to their

own countries. The staff of the international Centres would be closely

associated with the work of the Institute.

10. T:,question of the need for a research or program committee of the

IFPRI was raised, but it was thought that the partly professional nature of

the Board would permit a sub-committee of the Board to act in this capacity.

Moreover, it would be open to the director to arrange a committee of advice

as he felt the need.

/6
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11 Names for the Board were put forward by some members and some

geographical and professional criteria for selection were mentioned.

It was agreed that Dr. Hopper should act as repository of these suggestions.

Item 3: Financing (anld leal idcntity)

12. The Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller Foundation and the IDRC have

indicated willingness, subject to the formal approval of their respective

governing boards, to provide initial financial support. Some governments

may also be willing to provide funding. (eg. The CIDA position was reported

as "preferring not to be a founding member, but migh to be

an early contributor".)

13. Given the sensitive nature of some of the Institute's anticipated

research topics and the possibility of the need for a critical stanse on

some issues, some expressed fear that government support may affect or

appear to affect the IFPRI's independence, Therefore support by private

foundations may be the best approach, but this would be a matter for the

Consultative Group.

14. It was agreed that requesting and receiving Consultative Group

endorsement was extremely important. Endorsement from the CG normally

implied:

a) work controlled by an international board,

b) work is genuinely independent of political interference,

c) members of CG back firncially,

d) reports at Centres' week , and

e) subject to review procedures.
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15. There would appear to be no constitutional problem for th nsultative

Group to endorse establishment of the institute even with the understanding

that for an initial period it would be financed by private organizations

which are part of the Consultative Group.

16. The intention is that the IFPRI would submit a report of its activities

for review at Centres' week each year, and a budgetary report which would

be open for examination in the usual way. TAC would also feel free to

review the work of IFPRI from time to time. The IFPRI could also accept

special project funds from outside the three agencies.

17. The existing international centres have a variety of legal identities

ranging from incorporation within the regular corporate laws of tne host

country, statuatory creation by host government, to international status

by agreement between host government and other international agencies or

governments. Any specific form of establishment depends upon the arrange-

ment with the host country, therefore, a decision on the location must come

first.

18 The Chairman explained that a relationship with FAO was considered

for two reasons:

a) to ensure a smooth working relationship, and

b) to have a legal relationship between the two.

While a close working relationship with FAO was essential, and was assured,

it was recognised that this did not necessitate a legal tie to FAO.

.. /8
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19. Tlegal relationship with FAO could take several forms:

a) The FAO Conference could undertake to create a separate, but

complementary organization under article XV of the FAO consttution.

h s would require the involvement of at least two governmen s.

) A trust fund arrangement was available and would impose cert i

responsibilities on the Director-General of FAO.

It was recongized that these matters called for further examination.

item 0: Location

20. The Chairman suggested some criteria which might n Vto

consideration in evaluating options for location:

a) a good intellectual climate and library,

b) good links with FAO, IBRD and other international bodies,

c) access to other work going on in the field,

d) the possibility cf international status,

e) recruiting prospects,

) effective links or relations with other centres.

21. in the Chairman's view, Rome or Washington offered the best location,

but he would also consider London, Paris, Geneva and Canada. Scandinavia was

added to the list as a possible site. Of paramount importance was that any

choice of location neither interfere with the independence of the institute

nor hamper, in any serious way, recruitment through restrictive staff legal

status and immigration procedures.

.. 9



22. A Ford Foundation representative stated that they favoured Rome as

a first choice, because 1taly held a neutral position in world food policy

and because of the proximity to the FAO, with a European city as a second

choice. The IDRC President also supported Rome as the best choice if an

assured connection with FAO could be arrangedwith Washington as the second

choice because of the presence of USDA and IBRD, both doing well-respected

work in this field. London or Copenhagen could also be considered.

item 5: institute Staff

23. The DC is currently building a potential staffing list and would be

pleased to receive suggestions.

i ne NOxt SOS

24. it was agreed:

a) that a report of this meeting be transmitted to the Consultative

Croup .or their meeting on October 30 and 31, 1974.

b) that the CG be invited to consider extending its endorsement to the

institute and, as in the case of previous centres, to consider setting

up a CG commivte of interested parties, with one organization acting as

executing agency, to establish the international Board for the Institute.

25. Further work will go forward in building potential lists for b o

Directors and staff for the 17 .

.. /10
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26. The meeting expressed the hope that a definitive statement might be

prepared for the Consultative Group meeting on the possible relations with

FAO. A detailed interpretation of the nature of legal esta shmet in

Rome was desired, including assessment of whether Article XV a Ies to

goc vernments only and whether it applies only to an institute established

in Rome. it was also agreed to explore, in detail, establishment in

Washington and other locations.
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Dr. W. DIvid lopper
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oear DaviG

You will remember that during Inte.rnationa I Center Week, the

Con.;ultative Group discussed the cuestion of htr therewould h

anything, inconsiste-nt he en plarnins the es tabi at of anI

national lood Policy Reserch Instituteu and the vd oa. 1 %:n Lh

rmight be expected to er iro tha World Food ol' c Cnrn

At the conc liuion of th discussiont

(hairman said that he believed that the tt o I
Institute should continue to be considerod within tm r

the Consultative Group. lie suggested that there two ways o;

pursuin1 the question of the relationship to the worl of the World

Food Conference: it might be pursued by the steering committee or

by the Consultative Group Secretariat, but in eithe, case, the- pro-

cedure should be quite informal.

I mentioned to you on the telephone several weeks ago that I

intended to visit the Lnited Nations and to speak to Dr. John Hannah,
the Deputy Secretary-General of the World Food Conference, about this

matter. I made that visit on August 20. Dr. Hannah told me that in

his opinion the establishment of the proposed Institute should by all
means proceed.

It was subsequently pointed out to me that approval, in effect,

is given to the idea of a food policy research institute by the draft

recommendations which the Preparatory Committee of the World Food Con-

ference will consider in its meetings that begin next September 23.

The relevant draft recommendation occurs in Paragraph 307 of the
Conference paper, "The Uorld Food Problem: Proposals for National and

International Action." That paragraph reads in part, "... It would be

a mistake to neglect other problems... a solution to which could benefit

all parts of the world. These global topics might better be undertaken



Dr. W. David lopper 
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in devep2d countrien b-cause ol tnu codh V ticat wd requireents, their

dv b thtr loan-rtn nitnw xaMPles ncu de... developing

;h t A LoP' I elinery fr a yzinA and undrs tandit izmcn

jve L tno I p i ry On i, md
mor,~~wrl fou porcy hernhne, n h

relte to 1pLi A.;..." The co'' text of this part oi the paper i;

attached.

Sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Fnclosure



THUMFOOD PE1GEEI'IN

propo;A l for national and intinllatIonal act iOn

3r. In Chapter 3 it was shown that to meet the fod r eu reents rf

1d5 a rre a reiof new I and will have to be broh into cult-

vat ;un e;pci ailly In ira and South America. To ma his posasible ?ht

ne ry kourc, ,,hou bI(he I allocated to 1 studyin'- tIe I I prob le c0

h ;a ah belts-, ;nd to the managmat of the solls wh ich are exposed

for the fir t time when tropical rain forests are cleared. There is her'

"I coml:)Iex of probles which needs to Le solve'd before arahle farming cns c

-iutaied permanenly Ii these disturicts.

307. 'hile, as can he seen from the foregoing examples , the topic

have immedliate applicaLion in some or all doveloping countries, it w ( . CS

a p rave mi.a , t 0ke to nehoect otier pr)blem.s of a much nore fnndamentali cia rac-

ter, a solution to which could benefit all parts of the world- Ihe c e ObaI

topics might better be undertaken in developed countrieh because or their

sophisticated requirements, their high cost and their long term naiture.

Examps l include the evolution of new "genetiL and proi -t Lon

techniques; better unders zanding of the nit rogen-fixsing mechanism ; further

insight int o energy/agriculture relationships , including tc better and

cheaper utilization of sunshine, wind and water as energy sources, the

improve;ment of phntcsynthetic efficiency of plants, basic aspects of radia-

tion technology;1/ pollution studies as related to agriculture; improved

means of monitoring and understanding weather and relat weather patterns

to crop and livestock production and research (perhaps one of the more grossly

neglected aspects of science); developing. more sensitive global achiner for

analyzing and understanding issues related to world food policy, the factors

bearing on It, and their future implications; and so on.

1/ There are, of course, already wide uses for techniques derived from atomic

energy resources in agricultural research. These include the Induction of

mutations as an aid to plant breeding; numerous applicat ions in pest con-

trol , such as the -erilo male technique; te use of tracer isotope;,

neutron probes, etc. in work on soil-plant-water relationshilp; and plant

nutrition; food preservation by irradiation; the development of radiationc

attenuated vaccines for the control of pathosni parasites in livestock

etc. Further advances may be expected com futur c asi research,
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Item 6. PROPOSAL FOR A WOILD FOOD POLICY LiSITT7

Report of TAC Sub-Committeo

A Background

1 In considering the relevance of research in the social sciences to its mandate the
TAC han explicitly recognized the importance of the work of the economists and soologito
at the International Centres in guiding the programme forl iation of those Centres and in
securing the successful application of the results of their technical research. TAC h
also emphasized the need for strengthening national research efforts in the field of
public policy related to agricultural development, and urged that suible feed-infe/feed,-bac
mechanisms be established to transmit to government planners the findings of micro-economic
research on the use and implications of new technology.

2. In addition to these aspects of socio-economic research in agriculture attention was
drawn at the seminar on socio-economic research for agricultural development hd in Washington
in July 1973 to the need for policy studies related to certain problems affecting groups
of countries or even the overall pattern of world agriculture, hopefully leading to better
management of the world's food and agricultural resources, and the avoidanco or at least
the alleviation of recurrent famines, scarcities of critical inputs, price fluctuaticns,
and other crises. It was suggested that means of satisfying this need might also be examined
by the Technical Advisory Committee,

A further consequence of the Washington seminar w itment by the Ford
Foundation of a consultant (Mr. O.V. Wells) to report on the ned for research related to
world food policy, and the approaches which might be followed in undertaking it.
Coincidentally, FAO was evolving a proposal (which it had already conceived prior to t'he
seminar), for the sponsorship of a semi-autonomous Development Research Centre, which
would also work inter alia on certain aspects of world food policy problems, but which was
envisaged as having a wider role in undertaking socio-economic studies related to the
whole process of rural development.

4. An FAO paper related to this proposal within the overall contert of socio-economic
research was discussed by TAC at its seventh meeting, and the members also met Mr. Wells
informally concerning his report. As a result of these discussions, the TAC concluded that
there were important policy issues of a global or inter-country nature on which research
appeared to be needed, and where an analytical approach conducted by an independent and
high level group could enable governments and agencies concerned with agricultural development
to be better informed and thus permit more rational and international policies to be shaped.
It was pointed out that the outcome of such research could have a significant bearing on
the research priorities and direction of future programmes supported by the Consultative
Group, by providing guidance o, the changing supply outlook for commodities and inputs, and
the possible global constraints on the adoption of new technology imposed by economic
factors. TAC ought therefore to be concerned with such a service because it affected the
viability of its advice.

5. It was accordingly decided to set up a sub-committee to clarify the nature of the
problems requiring research in this field, and possible approaches to initiating the work
required, as a basis for a paper to be discussed at the July TAC meeting. It was agreed
that the sub-committee would be composed of Sir John Crawford, Dr. hopper, Dr. Ruttan, and
Mr. Oram.



n or ofthe Su-Commttee

1 ent in principle on need for an indeoendent
World Food P011c Institute

6. The Sub-Committee met in Washington, I.C. on 3 May and was informd by 11r. o.V. Wells
concerning the reasons for changes made in his revised report, and also by Mr, Gram of the
development of FA's thinking on this matter.

It was apparent from this exchange of views that there was a broad measure of
coincidence concerning the need for strengthened inter-disciplinary rer on picy is3ueo
of world or inter-country significance bearing on agricultural dovel, - with raiticular
reference to matters affecting world food production, consumption and trade. Because such
research could involve highly sensitive inter-relationships between counries, and ought to be
conducted without political impediment it was also recommended both by Mr Wells and by FAO,
that it be undertaken at a newly created institute with a basis of independent fundimg and
governance. For reasons of economy and working efficiency, however, there was a consensuo
that any such institute should be located in close proximity to a major agricultural agency
with broad-based expertise, good contacts with developing countries, and modern library, cata
compilation, information, and computer facilities. Rome was suggested as the most convenient
location, with a close association between the proposed Institute and FAO.

8. The Sub-Committee concurred with these ideas and unanimously susnorted the -nonosa
for 'he stablishment of a new Inst ,oute to study globalprc e ricuitui
develog ent, It felt, however, that no single institute cou o[ely with the
entire oield of socio-economic research covering all aspectLsou and rural
development as originally proposed by FAO, and, in view of the likelihood of continuing
uncertainty and difficulty over the world food situdtion, it recommended that the mandate
of the institute now being considered should be circumscribed to research and related
activities concerned primarily with world food policy. It might in fact be named the "World
Food Policy Institute".

9. Within this general mandate it should be given terms of reference broad enough to
enable it both to keep in view the current problems and policies of major producing and
consuming nations and their probable impact on the short-term food situation in the world
with particular reference to the outlook for developing countries; and, through analysis
of selected key policy issues, to offer guidance to national and international planners
on the measures required to improve the management of agricultural production resources
to increase world food supplies, and to achieve a more -equ"Aiotble dtrbin of available
food,

10. In the light of the endorsement given by the Su-C ted for such an
Institute. Dr, Hopper informed the Sub-Committee that an out bed on Mr. Wells'
reort had been submitted to his Board of Governors for provison a, and that this had
been given lie believed that the Ford Foundation would als ce ahecally inclined to
towards a soundly based proposal for a World Food Policy Tntitute, ad that other non-
governmental donors m-ght be interested. He felt that the TAC could accept that sufficient
funds were in sight to enable such an Institute to be established, and to support it for up
to five years.

1 evertheless, the governing bodies of the sponsors wished to have reasonable
assurance that, provided an independent review of its programme (to be undertaken after it
had been in operation for about three years), gave justification for its continuation, an
approach could be made to the Consultative Group for additional finanocng of the proposed.
Institute after the initial five years had elapsed.

12. For this reason, he believed that it was extremely important that the Sub-Committee

should present its ideas on the propcail in a way which spelled out to the TAC the role,
mandate, and structure of the Institute in a clear and precise form so that it could iake
specific recommendations to the Consultative Group endoroing support in principle or
otherwise for their proposals.



2, MandIate and functions for a World Food Policy Inst }tvm

Yandato

13. The Sub-Committee recognized the need for an autono-mous inAtitution havi a broa

mandate to undertake independent critical analysis on major problems and policy issues

bearing on the world food situation as indicated in paras. 8 and 9 above.

14. It considered that its two main taks should lie in research, and in the dissemination
of the rieul Its of this research to as wide a public as possible, bu t part icularly to IIatIonil

and international agencies concerned with higher agricultural policy decisions so as to enable
administrators to make better informed decisions.

15. In its research programme, the new Institute should endeavour to comolem ent rather `han
to compete with or duplicate the work of FAG, IBRD, and other Agencies with major progra:mes in
fIelds of food and agricultural policy analysis or soci o-economic researcha related to
agriculture. This it could do by focussing its effort particularly on the analysis of
controversial or politically sensitive issues, where the freedocm of action or exression Of

other age-ncies dependent on goverrment support might be inhibited, even if Fuch isurs wt cc
theoreti mlly within their terms of reference. Conceivably the Institute could also exane

constructively the policies, priorities, and approaches of those agencies as a means of
offering guidelines for their future activities. In any case, close and sensitive working
relationships would have to be evolved from which both the Institute and the agencies
concerned would benefit,

16. The Sub-Committee also stressed that the Instit-.e to be highly selective
in its choice of topics for research. Dr. Ruttan pointed ui6 could not hone to
revicwn the food policies of every country, nor should it atte:7pt to tackle agricultural

sector analysis or long-tern perspective studies. These should be considered as part of
FAO's regular activities. It was agreed, however, that selected comparative studies of
development experiences and the lessons to be drawn from them could form part of the
Institute's work; and that even though it was udesirablc as well as unfeasible for it to
attempt to cover the whole gamut of agricultural development, prt al analysis could be
very valuable If it was concentrated on really crucial problems involving policy decisions
of world significance for future food supply where it was often possible to identify common
elements affecting countries which were widely dispersed geographically. This should
probably be the major role of the Institute.

12 The collection and compilation of national statistics on a routine basis, although
an important feed-in to the work of such an Institute, was not envisaged as part of its
task, since this work is handled adequately by FAO and other Agencs such as IB`D and Ci.
The Sub-Committee believed, however, that a mine of useful information existed in unpublished
data and studies in the archives of such Agencies, as well as outside the UN system and in the
private sector, Not infrequently these reports were restricted because of their political
implications, and collection, collation, and critical analysis of such information and its

comparison with official published data could shed fresh light on the problems and motivations
conditioning food policies of major countries or groups of countries. This should be an
important continuing research task of the Institute, particularly as a contribution to its

food policy and agricultural outlook activities.

18. The Sub-Committee shared Mr. Wells' concern with the weakness of short-term
intelligence on the global food situation, which had left the world unprepared for the
crisis of 1972.1/ It believed, however, that actions taken since, e g, by the Un.ited States,
and by FAO with additional Regular Programme support, to improve reporting and to initiate

7 ntelligence is defined as the information available iven time as a basis for
decision-making: it differs from full statistics in tin sense that the latter often
come too late to help in a critical situation.



ar early warning system of emergency situations, should greatly improve current awareness

of food surplies and stocks. It did not, therefore, think that the proposed Institute

should undrtake this type of food intelligence work, but should rather concentrate on

food policy and outlook analysis, drawing on food intelligence information derived from other

Agencies as part of its feed-in to this part of its programme.

19. While in nh way downgrading the importance of training and technical assistance

activities, the Sub-Committee felt that these were best undertaken by othe r means than througn

an Institute with the role and staff structure they were envisaging, It was agreed that

technical assistance should not form any part of its duties (although it might draw the

attention of appropriate Agencies to major lacunae), and that training should be confined

to seminars, workshops, and the 1in-servicel work of the small number of associate research

scholars from developing countries who would form a part of its staff component on a

revolving basis.

Functions

20. Within this broad framework the main functions of the Institute 
were foreseen as

follows,

(a) Research: Three main tasks were suggested:

(i)-- To keep the current global food and agricultural sittion urder independe.nt

surveillance (supply,-demand, stocks, and short-term outlook fS jor agricultural

products, as well as fertilizer and other inputs, price and r , .p>nents end

prospects).

Its main source of intelligence for this purpose would be secondary data, drawn frc-

FAO, IBRD, and other appropriate bodies, but utilizing both published and unpublished

information.

(Ii) To examine selected major food and aricultural oolicy and trauroblem,

pa'ticularly those involving sensitive relationships between and anon; contries,

e g, distribution of fertilizer or other inputs in short supply; food and other aid

policies; cartels and their implications; export policies of major producers; trade

preferences, trade barriers, and other effects of policies adopted by developed countries on

the agriculture of developing countries. This research would be done in cooperation with

other international agencies and national institutions, and the results would be fed into

the outlook and information activities of the institute. A particular oojective would be

to help national planners identify the possible impact of problems or actions 
arising outside

their countries on their internal economies and policies,

kiii) To identif. and research emerzinx and future problems o lobal concern like to

haye an ~imoortant bearinz on food prodauction and utilization includin -comnetition betlween

supplies fN-r food and feed) in the longer term.

A1 major objective of these studies would be to indicate the actions needed in the

next few years to gear up for better resource allocation and. management and to improve

productivity and food availability in the long run. The Sub-Comnittee were of the opinion

that this aspect of development policy is currently receiving inadecruate attention both

vis-a-vis short-term emergency action and long-term perspective planning.

21. Some illustrative examples of relevant issues requiring research, all of which involve

elements of contention, sensitivity, and possible conflicts between national and wider

interests include:

- the implications of the zxergy crisis for food supply, .food and input

production strategy, and research on the development of new agricultural

technology;
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- the potential impact of promising new technologies in production oI 0 o

or feed or in input-manufacture, on world output of secific c;cero

trade, price, ard comparative advantage for location of production;

- the opportunities, costs, technical and human problemi, and potential

benefits to the nations immediately concerned, and externaliy, of

developing the world's "empty lands" for agriculture;

- weather patterns, climatic change and instability and th ir ciygnifcn

for national and world emergency reserve food -tock polices;

- the magnitudes of post-harvest waste of food and the potential pay-off

of remedial measures at various stages in the chain;

- the causes of, and possible remedies for, lagging growth in food production

in developing countries; comparative analysis of selected develo ant

strategies (China, India, Japan, Ejypt, Me:ico, etc.), their successe

in evolving institutional change which increases productivity, any c mmon

features determining success or failure, and the transferability of

their experiences elsewhere;

- the adequacy of agricultural research policies acnd establishment to

future needs, the resources and investments cov pr o:1

gaps, and the approaches to their optirmun

- the inter-relations and possible conflicts des gls of, eMp Oynt

increasing food output and mass alleviation verty.

22, Such studies would either have to be undertaken on aas force basis, by teams of

research fellows and associates, and/or by sub-contracting to appropriate unlvers ties or

other research institutions. The "core" staff of the Institu in addition to par cipa on

where feasible, would have an important "think tank" role in i 1e tifyLngf researa L ie top

screenir.r for priority, and working out methodology in collaboration withh members of the

task forces. There is also a clear need to associate staff of the International Research

Centres, and of the agencies of the UN system in such studios, both to give tne broad inpu

of inter-disciplinary expertise and experience of developing countries reui red to supplenent

the background of the Institute's staff, and because tho output of the Institute, if it !i:s

its feet firmly on the ground, ought to be highly relevant to their own pci ]cies and

programmes.

(b) Information activities

23. An important task of the Institute must be to transmit up-to-date and rele'vant

information on the world food situation and outlook to national policy makers. Th.; would

be done through regular periodic publications, seminars, workshops, and the devce of an

annual world food outlook conference.

24. In addition to improving current awareness of major changes in agricultural policy

by important producing countries or the introduction of new technologies which were 11hely to

affect their own policy decisions, such meetings would provide opportunities for interchange

of ideas with nat -nal planners on critical issues of international agricultural policy and

would thus also offer. guidance to the Institute as to what additional research was needed

and how it might be approached.

25, The Sub-Committee envisaged the Institute an havi.nxg t main annual publications,

supplemented by special research monographs as an outcome of its task force activities,

These two publications would be:
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l) An( annual World Aricultural Policy Review, highlighting the
components of agricultural policy in major producing countries
or groups of countries, which might have significant effects on
the short-term world food situation, as well as internally to those
countries. This would be, inter alia, an attempt to define likely
trouble spots related to food supply, input availability, etc.

2) An annual Outlook on Food and Agriculture related to a longe.r time
horizon and a broader perspective. This would incorporate and draw
conclusions from the special studies of the Institute, as well as from
analysis and critical appraisal of other relevant research euch as
that undertaken by FAO, U1NRISD, IBRD, and the Club of Rome. It would
examine issues such as future availability of production requisites,
(e.g. who is building new fertilizer capacity, where, what types, and
with what resources based), and the probable impact on price and
availability of inputs; it would draw attention to new agricultural
technology and its implications (e.g. high lysine sorghum); it might
review the inter-relationships between population, income growth and
distribution, demand for food, and the incidence of malnutrition, and
so on,

(c) Training

26. As indicated earlier, the Institute is not seen by the -::-ittee as having a
formal training role; but a limited number of graduate research associates from developing
countries (probably around 10 in any one year) would be working as part of its research staff,
and would in effect be receiving "in-service" training in this way. Their experience would
also be invaluable in helping to ensure the relevance of the work of the Centre to the key
problems affecting the food and nutrition situation in the developing countries.

27. A further contribution to training would be the programme of problem-oriented seminars
and workshops, which is foreseen as an important part of the Institute's study programme and
"think tank" role; and which might be conducted, at least in part, in locations outside the
Institute's headquarters where typical problem situations could be studied "in situ" and local
staff involved.

28. The Sub-Committee considered that for a single centre of the type proposed to be
able to exert a useful and effective influence on critical matters related to world food
policy it must satisfy two conditions. First, it must' demonstrate its competence to select
the right issues and to undertake relevant and down-to-earth research in tune with major
trends in world agricultural development, from which it would produce sensible guidance on
priority problems. For this it would require a well balanced and skilled inter-disciplinary
staff; secondly, and indispensible to this, it must be able to speak freely end with
confidence in a way which governments would listen to. For this it should have a structure
apt to ensure an autonomy in the exercise of its functions comparable to that of the
International Agricultural. Research Centres.

3. Organization of the Institute and operational linkaEIs

29. Two basic models which might provide this sort of flexibility were originally
suggested by Mr. O.V. Wells for the proposed Institute, one modelled in fact on the pattern
of the existing International Research Centres and financed through the Consultative Group
on International Agricultural Research; the other analagous to the International Institute
of Strategic Studies (IISS). While both of these models would have the purpose of creating
an organization which would be independent of government controls on its freedom of choic-
of problems on which to work and publication of its results, support for the International
Research Centres is now largely from governmental agencies, whereas- that for the 1IS3 is
private. It comes from the membership of individuals, universitieA, corporations, etc. on
a fee-paying basis, and members receive the standard institute publications and attend
seminars appropriate to their interests.
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30. Whi-dle appreciating the advantages of IISS nodel in helping to create pos le wo

linkapes and in obtaining ideas and infornat ion, the Sub-Committee felt that this proach ard

that patterned on the I-ternational Roseerch Centres were not mutually exclusive. A sufficient
volume of solid financial support was c-nsidered e3aential to launch the Inst itute and to

guaranee its continuance for a sufficient pcriod to attract high calibre staff, This appeared

to be in sight from private sources, as already indicated by Dr. Hopper. Once the Institutte

was es;t-blished it could well prove possible to solicit additional private support through

scheme sinilar to that followed by the IISS. Should the results prove uns tisfactory or the

workings of the scheme too cimbersone, but the Institute neverthe was oin valuable wor:

which thv and the TAC felt ought to be continued, the Sub-Comnitte considered that there

was nothing to stop the main backers of the Institute going to the Consultative Group for
additional financing along the lines indicated earlier by Dr. Hopp'er.

31. The Sub-Committea was in agreement that the Institute should be located in Rome, in

close association with FAO, with working arrangements w. ch would enable it to draw on FAG's

statistical and food intelligence data without having to duplicate it, and which wouCi als

enable it to utilize FAO's other facilities (library, computer, etc.) if necessr-y on a

paying basis. It also recognized the value of being able to draw on FAG's staff knowledge
both at headquarters and in the field, either for information or for participation in

task forces, study groups, seminars, etc.

32. At the same time it was considered of paramount impoto maintai n endenc

and flexibiy in the pursuit of the Institute's activi ties and the ub-Cogntt s t

for very careful negotiations with FAO to ensure that ade au on Ould e acieved

before a final decicion on its location was reached. While -dat had been

conceived, it was felt that an arranganent under a Trust Fund, o - ng under the 0ctrol of

an elected board analagous to that recently created for the Genetic Resources Programme shod
be explored.

33. Mr. Oram was asked whether FAO had been able to exarine the I egal and administrat ve

questions involved here. He informed the Sub-Comittee that, in connection with FAO' n

thinking on a possible Development Research Centre, their logo1 staf had examined er

lines of approach, drawing both on FAO's own experience and constitutional proceur sand on

the procedures followed in creating other autonomous research-oriented institutis Iuch as th

UN Research Institute for Social Development (UNRISD), the 2 Injtitute for Training and

Research (UNITAR), the International Institute for Labour Studies of ILO (ILh), -ad the

OECD Development Centre. While their conclusions were still somewhat preliminary and the

legal technicalities would have to be spelled out in more detail, he understood that the two

rain solutions considered most appropriate to an institution of the ty7 th Sub-om e

was now considering were along the following general lines

34. (i) To establish an Institute under Article XV o FA' C

reement between FAO and a host government Itald Trne

Article XV allow for a considerable degree of flexibility i n i ouch an A
but certain basic features must be regarded as more or less and y These were:

First, as regards its legal status, the Institute ould need to be establis-hed as an

"International Foundation"'andi thus'be endowed with the "capacity of a legal persio"; not beir,
an organ of FAO, that organization "should not assume any civil, financial or oth-r resoDnsi-

bility other than those provided for in the agreement"; provision should be made for

privileges and irnnunities of the Institute, the members of the governing body and the staff,
iwhich "should be international. in character"

Second, the host government would occupy a key position, since it (rather than TAC)
expected to provide "land, buildings, premises, maintenance, protection, public utilities, etc."

Third, no specific provision existed regarding the compotio n of the governing body,

except that the Director-General clhould be "represented ...... in a purely v srregcap-iacity"
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Fourth, the Director of the Institute would be appointed by the Governing Body after
consultation with the Director-General of FAO, and in turn be responsible for recruiting and
appointing the staff.

Fifth, with respect to the procedure for concluding an agreement, Article XV prov-
for two distinct stages: (a) an authorization by the Conference to the Director-General to
negotiate; (b) approval of the text of the agreement by the Conference or by special
delegationto the Council.

35- A major snag about this approach, assuming it were acceptable to the potential do
and to other supporters of the Institute, including the Consultative Group, would be hAI
could involve considerable delay arising from the need for formal approval from FAO's
Governing Bodies and for negotiations between FAO and the Government. This would appy w ith
even greater force to any institute outside the constitutional framework of FAO. A ~
the fact that there may be doubts wheter the Consultative Group or a body of eonor ontu as
a legal entity for the Government to negotiate with,the legislative and/or admni stratva
procedures for establishing an Institute under domestic laws are likely to be very cpe
It therefore seemed desirable to explore an alternative solution (in fact that suggestd by
the Sub-Committee), e.g. a Trust Fund arrangement.

36. (ii) A Centre established under a Trust Fund.l/I-t appeared that legally this wouid Lo
feasible, but certain conditions would apply. These were:

(a) As the Trust Fund would be under FAO's administatu< it
establishment would be reported to the Finance Committee. Its accounts
would have to be audited within FAO's standard procedures. Rules for
the use of funds could, however, be laid down by the donors in agreement
with the Director-General of FAO.

(b) The programme could be laid down by tha subscribers to the Trust Fued
as in the case of a field programme, but presumably through a Board. The
Programme Committee and the Council would be appraised, but their
examination of Trust Fund operations is generally limited to the bearing
they may have on FAO's Regular Programme and Budget.

(c) Staff would be treated as FAO staff, but not as Regalar Programme
employees, i.e. they would be entitled to normal FAO rights and privilee3,
(e.g. FAO/IERD Cooperative Programme staff are now treated as "fiel taf )d
Nationality quotas would not apply in recruitment. Provision could be made
for the appointment of the Centre's Director in consultation with the
Director-General of FAO and the Board, and for recruitment of the Centra's
staff, research fellows and consultants by the Director, oither acting on
his own initiative or taking into account any proposals wimich might be made
by the -Board.

(d) FAO normally imposed a servicing charge to cover rent of office space,
administrative and auditing costs for handling the Trust, recruitment
procedures, and provision of maintenance and other facilities within the
building including library and information services. However, this
could be negotiable as had happened with the Genetic Resources Board.
If the Centre were located outside FAO's headquarters area the Trust
would have to -pay the rent and related costs. Other non-standard
facilities required from FAO, e.g. computer space or professional staff
time for specific research tasks would have to be paid for by the Trust Fund.

1lUnder such an arrangement the use o the term "Centre" is ccnsidared preferable by FAO for
constitutional reasons. Since this terminology would also be in line with the trend of
usage in the Consultative Group, the Sub-Committee might in any case wish to consid)r
adopting the title "World Food Policy Research Centre" instead of "World Food Policy
Institute" as proposed by Mr. Wells.
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(e) Once an agreed proposal had been formulated it .would then be reported
by FAO to the Programme and Finance Committees and the Council.

37. The most practical approach might well be to commence with a Centre undor
Fund arrangement, and then to explore with the Italian Government pos3ibiitie L nd
conditions for the establishment of an independent Institute associated 1i F
in para. 34 above. Once the necessary legal formalities were completed the
be transferred to the administration of the Institute, and arrangements woilde i
transferring some or all of the Centre's personnel to the Institute as the n"ucleu ofi
"core" staffl/

4. Structure, staffing, and budget of the Centre

38, The Sub-Committee recommends that the Centre be established with a relativel
small core staff, supported by a strong cadre of visiting fellows and resea
wo-would be selected in relation to specific research tasks w - iteie r
This should give it the flexibility needed to meet changing i'p e rivce in i r-er
progra-rre as required by an extremely dynamic and volatile world focd sittion-
ke-ping down the overheads inherent in administering a large permannct staff.

39. As indicated in para. 36 above, the basic model envisaged is that of a
whose programme would be determined by an autonomous Board, operating iunder a T7rut I
administered by FAO and whose employees would be accorded t o and immunitic
of FAO staff.

40. The Sub-Committee feels, however, that the permanent staff nucleus of four
professionals proposed in the O,V, Welld report is inadequate to ensure continuity oc'
management in the event of absence on duty travel, leave or sickness of one of the t-re
senior staff, and that the addition of at least two senior prof essionals to thE cor sIis therefore desirable. The suggested grades and duties of these senior core staff ae
out in Annex Table 1,

41. Similarly, the Sub-Committee sess a need for greater flexibility in hirinresear
fellows either as Special Consultants, or on a fixed-term contract as task force proect
leaders teamed up with the research associates mentioned in para. 26. At any ne ti
around six visiting fellows might be working at the Centre. A corollary of thisc is hatth
sum of 120,000 a year suggested in the Wells' report is clearly inadequate for an
institution whose success will depend heavily on its external relationshirs, i
relevant to note that international travel costs for L -single outposted ltento
technical specialist with regional responsibilities can be as high as S 10,000.

42. While certain aspects of the administration of the proposed Centre such fin
and auditing would be handled by FAO, the Director would be responsible for ar'rangmn
regarding personnel, recruitment, travel, purchasing, and day-to-day running of tIe -tu
affairs in accordance with budgetary provisions adopted by the Board to provide support
services.

43. The Budget (Annex Table 1) has been calculated on FAO salary scales and radings,
although Mr. Wells expressed some reservations to the Sub-Committee as to the ade ao;
the grading proposed for the Director in his report,and also concernung the flexii th e
FAO system of gradings and opportunities for promotion on merit without creating spec
posts in the hierarchy.

lTUnder Article XV the title "Institute" would be constitutionally acceptable, but tho use o f
"Centre" could be retained if prcerred.
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44- In the light of the various changes and additions discussed above the uanticipated an initial running expenditure somewhat in excess of the :785,00the Wella report, probably of an order of magnitude around $1 million. In fatindicated in Annex Table 2 is $1,005,519.

45. This sum includes a factor for rented premises, since given the extaccommoda-tion situation within FAO itself and the need for the Centre to be injuome degree from the hurly-burly of FAO's routine activities, t likly +necesity,. A more permanent solution would seen desirable, however a o hans
might be made to the Italian Government to make available a building fr i e C nt"peppercorn" rent. Capital costs are likely to be very low by comrari on wi t. aInter-national Research Centres; mainly transport (one car, one station wagon) offic'equipment, and desk computers.

46. In computing the future recurrent expenditure of the Centre it would inote that Italy, even more than most developed countries, is exparienc ng
inflation. While it is to be hoped that the current increas e of aroun per
annum will fall in the near future, it would be unwise to project an irflationaof less than 15 percent per annum for the next three years, even assuming theraexpansion in the actual programme of work and staff component after the Cent rei u
operational.



Table 1: WORLD FOOD POLICY INS T ITUE :

PROPOSED STAFF LIST

Post Grade Standard Unit ojaI

Directoc (1) D2 42,060

Assistant Director (1) D1 37,620

(Chief Outlook Officer)

Senior Research Officer (3) P5 35,820

research Associates (8) P2 21,600

Adminitrative Officer (1) Pl 17, 400

Secretary/Supervisor )
Library Assistant ) (3) G6 15,900
Statistical Assistant )

Secretaries (2) P5

Bilingual Stenographers and
Clerk Stenographers (5) G4 1-138

Driver and Messenger/Clerk (2) G2 8,940

TUrAL

_/ Based on FAO's Standard Rates for Personnel Services, inclusive

of salaries and Camnon Staff Costs.

2 One economist, one econometrician, one agriculturaliste
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Table 2: WOALD FOOD POLICY Ii3TITUn

ANNUAL EUDCLP (First Year

1. Personal Services

Headquarters "core" staff (see Table 1) 53
Consultant services (20 man/months DI grade)

2. Travel

Duty travel, staff and consultants
(excluding appointment, repatriation and leave)

3. Executive Board Meetinrs

15 members, twice annually, honoria, per diem,
and travel

4. ]Mcetings, Seminars and Conferences

2 large (30 participants) and 2 smaller
(10 participants) annually, including travel

5. Documentation and Publications

Including translation costs (at approx. $100 0,0(0per 1,000 words)

6. Rent and maintenance of premises 60, 00

7. Miscellaneous

Fxpendable stores, postage and cables charges,contingencies

Total U.S.3 93,70

Assuming 7 percent project servicing costa 6.,7 1

U 1,005, 519



Table 3: WORLD OIJ) IJTT I lL

CPTAL _COS27 1/

Office Eaipmnt an Fyuitur

- 14 professional officers - each 0

- 10 secretaries (inlinga co3t Of typrien,-
filing cabinets, shelvins, e tc.) eac

- Photo-copier (1)

- Duplicator (1)

- Desk computer, with acoe33ories (1)

- Desk calculators (10)

- Audio-visual equipment

- Library and registry equipment

Vehicles

- Station v:agon (Fiat 124) (1)

- Saloon car (Fiat 132) (1)

Based on figues usd in PAO's 1974/75
inflationary weighting.



Files September 30, 1974

'Tarold Graves

International Food Policy Research Institute

On September 17, 1 attended a meeting in Ottawa, at the headquarters

of the International Developmnent Research Centre (IDRC), on tho subject

of the proposed International Food Policy -esearch Institute. Minutes of

this oeeting will be circulated in due course by TRIC.

In the meantime I attach the docu!entation for the meetin: an agenda

(sig~htly amended), a list of participants and a paper (slightly amlended

on pages 3 and 4) entitled, "Proposal for a W4orld Food Policy Research

Institute.

Sir John Crawford was chairman of this meeting. A report of the pro-

ceedings will be nade to the Consultative Group reeting of October 30-31.

atrac ents

HGraves :apn



INTEN A A L L ME E N AL BANK FOR
ASOC A Th REO E C N AND DEEOMN -iR

OFF VMEM AOR NDM

TO: Files ATE: Setember 3) 1-974

FROM: Earold G-raves

SUBJECT: International l'ood Poelicy senrch Insti tute

Cn Septerber 17, I attended a neetin- in nttawa, at the headquarters

of the International Development Research Centre (IDPC), on the subject

of the pronosed International Food Policy Research Institute. Mutes of

this meeting 2ill be circulated in due course by TIRC.

In the meantime I attach the docuentation for the meetinm: an a-enda

(slightly amended), a list of participants and a paper (slightly amended

on pages 3 and 4) entitled, "Proposal for a Torld Food POolicy Pesearch

Institute.

Sir John Crawford was chairman of this meeting . A report of the pro-

ceedings will be made to the Consultative Group meetin, of October 30-31.

Attachments

IGraves ap



petelbtr 20, 1974

Dear John:

I -.ave had a cha~ce to 3oo into th questior of iUt
1e< 2. or.1:1lie >onl he requ ires to esrtei. tu inter

naitional Pood Policy lieqe reb insititute in t9 -te I tates,
n, ve a dusty answer. ave t ir; nriv eAes

(icldin ree so eint of persos) reason o ~ .d-

herence to t i . .r ities ct (as i 1 / ocs by rqson
of Tndian rence) ,Lth) in. titute ti.id 'v to s p 11 lIe
internationa or anizatio under -er ican l: i t oul- 
to 'e an or anization of -fich to , ritc t to Gevern ut i
a l er. I. it were, no special '.-.tior o i e
Sary it could be reco.rdZo By :-;citive -- 'or oe t e Pr .i o-t,
and could acquire the esire privilee trsr j,

I suppose that in theory, Congress could enact secial legjs-
lation in favor of the Instltite. but this does not se to e

a practical possibility.

It was fine to see you in such good form in rttawa.

roid Craves

Sir John Crawford
elbrne ven

Dekin Canberra A. T.
trAlil

ves :apm

cc: Dr. Hopper



~OPMENr p/

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CENTRE

CENTRE DE RECHERCHES POUR LE DtVELOPPEMENT INTERNATIONAL

RP LE DNN1 Box 8500, Ottawa, Canada, KIG 3H9 - Telephone (613) 996-2321 - Cable: RECENTRE - Telex: 053-3753

September 5, 1974

Mr. Harold Graves
Executive Secretary
Consultative Group on International

Agricultural Research
c/o World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Graves:

At the request of Dr. W. David Hopper I am sending you
a Draft Agenda for the meeting to discuss the International
Food Policy Research Institute to be held in Ottawa September
17, 1974.

I have included a small map indicating IDRC headquarters
and the Carleton Towers Hotel, where reservations have been made
for you on the 16th and 17th.

We look forward to seeing you on the 17th.

Yours sincerely,

Lawrence M. Hannah
Executive Assistant
Social Sciences and
Human Resources
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DRAFT AGENDA

Preparatory Meeting of a Working Group
for the Establishment of an

International Food Policy Research Institute

IDRC Headquarters, 15th Floor, 60 Queen Street, Ottawa
September 17, 1974 - 9:30 a.m.

9:30 a.m. 1. Review of TAC discussions on the Institute's
purpose, program and location.

11:00 a.m. 2. Structure of the Institute.

3. Board of Trustees.

4. Location of Institute.

1:00 p.m. LUNCH (16th Floor IDRC)

2:15 p.m. 5. Financing.

6. Institute Staff.

7. Next Steps.



TOWERS

150 Albert
StreetTiD

ALBERT STREET e ALBERT STREET

- I.D.R.

600

m m

LUJ

LILU

CD E Qu.een St.

cza

QUEEN STREET QUEEN STREET

GENERAL LOCATION:

Carleton Towers Hotel in relation to IDRC (60 Queen Street)
Con federati ot

\ World Food Policy institute Meeting2
SquareTake the ground floor elevator to the 15th floor. After getting off,

make the first left turn and take the special elevator to the 16th floor.

AT IDRC

1) General Reception Area, - Conference and T.ravel Assistance:

Centre -9th floor; Hotel - Carleton Towers.

2) Tre--irer's Office: Centre -- 8th floor



September 4, 174

)ear Mr. liannah

T is is a follo Tup on Dr. Hopper's letter of Aust16,

inviting me to attend the discussions to be held in Ottawa on

Sptemr-ber 17 on the sfbject of an International Food Policy

Research Institute.

iy intention Is to arrive in Ottawa at about. 8 30pm

n unday , epteber 15, and to leave oIttawa on the morning: of

September 18. I would appreciate it, therefore, If you ould

book a room for me at the Carleton Towers Uotel for the eveningrs

of September 15, 16 and 17.

Sincerely yours ,

' raves
secutive ecretary

Mr. . Hnnah
nternational Development Research Centre

½lx 8500
tta , Canada

iGraves apm



"iles August 20, 19-474

rarold Graves

'orld Food Policy Pesearch Institute

in a telephone conversation on August 16, r iopper of IDR

informed me that the followin institutios we bi invted to b e

pres ent at a meeting. of the workini party on th worl Food Policy

esearch Institute to 1be held in Ottawa on Seteber 17

F orj , iound ation ) C sosr

< ckefeller Foundation )

C..DA.

Iorldank Gir. Yde i;)

cc ir John Crawford
Mr. ey



Files August 19, 1974

Harold Graves

orld Food Policy Research Institute

David Hopper said on the telephone Friday that a ieeting woull

be held in Ottawa on September 17 to consider next steps on the :orld

Food Policy Research Institute. The participants will be the three

sponsors (Ford, Rockefeller, IinC) :ndCI . 1T` anO TTID.

Mr. Yudelman has been invited to attend for the Bank.

HCraves apm
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April 23, 1974

WORLD FOOD DATA AND POLICY ANALYSIS

At the close of its business session on Monday, February 4, 1974,

TAC continued to meet for 90 minutes in an informal session, together

with several observers, so as to discuss the question of world food data

and policy analysis, particularly the possibility of establishing an in-

stitute which would help developing countries in facing problems in this

field which arose through conditions largely beyond their control.

Mr. 0. V. Wells, a consultant of the Ford Foundation, had previously

circulated his paper "Improving the World Food Situation: Outlook, Infor-

mation and Analysis." This paper covered Phase I of Mr. Wells' two part

assignment, namely to report by November 1973 on the world food intelligence

situation. The focus of the meeting was on Phase II of Mr. Wells' work

which he was to elaborate by April 1974, namely, the recommendation from

his Phase I work that an institute should be established to help develop-

ing countries by providing an assessment of world food data and also policy

analysis independent of the particular interests of any government or in-

stitution.

Mr. Wells presented some of the major themes from his Phase I work

and some of the points that he was considering in preparing Phase II. His

work, though sponsored by the Ford Foundation, was also being submitted to

FAO, the IBRD, the IDRC and Rockefeller. It originated in mid-1972 when

it became clear that world food experts had missed what was happening in

the world situation in terms of the tightening supply situation in soybeans,

wheat, rice and fertilizer and the corresponding price increases in food
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products and agricultural inputs. He had therefore been asked to examine

world food intelligence services and related outlook and policy activities.

FAO and several governments had already acted in response to his Phase L

recommendations so that mor funds would be made available to improve world

food intelligence.

Basic data could be greatly improved despite the major gap arising

because the USSR and China did not provide information, particularly on

stocks He hoped that the November 1974 World Food Conference would ex-

amine this problem. The critical situation which had developed in fertilizers

pointed to the need for intelligence not only on food production but on in-

puts such as seeos and e Aizer. He pointed out that food intelligence is

different from food statistics: t osisted of the information available at

any time as a basis for decision making, full statistics usually came too late

to help in dec ision.

His Phase I work mode two recommendations. First there was the need for

better statistics on food and agriculture and on nutritional status in de-

veloping countries. It was for the World Food Conference and the FAO to take

up these questions cilding proposals for a stock security scheme for world

foodstuffs. The second and more important conclusion at this stage was the

need for an international otlook c prtlcularly concerned with the prob-

lems of the LDCs. It was a question of making important information and

analysis available to the few selected Ministers and chief subordinates who

made decisions in these countries. Some mechanism must be found to help these

governments recognize serious situations and to take appropriate action.
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The world food situation would continue to be one of basic scarcity

for at least fifteen years on a touch and go basis. Long-term studies

would not solve daily problems. He was therefore trying to devise an inter-

national agricultural outlook service which would be a mechIancism for enabl-

ing countries to cope with the continuing difficult food situation. The

need was for world food policy analysis which would be undertaken largely

outside of government and political constraints and which would examine some

of the main problems affecting the developing countries and would also examine

the behavior of developed countries where needed. He concluded that, worse

than intelligence errors, were errors of analysis. Complex problems gravi-

tated to commodity speciai'sts who were confined to narrow fields. Secondly,

analyists were often overruled by pol .y considerations. Governments, no

matter what their analyists thought, wanted their statistical materials and

their analysis stated in a way that would not embarrass existing policies

which they did not wish to change. Mr. Wells added that the problems that

he was referring to were not problems within countries but ones which arose

outside particular countries but which had to be taken into account in decision-

making, for example, with respect to fertilizer or petroleum imports where the

government needed to have better data on sources and costs.

The solution was to devise a mechanism at the international level, closely

related to the research efforts of the CGIAR, which would allow these external

problems to be analyzed. He envisaged an international food policy institute,

outside the control of existing governments or international institutions, with

two functions. One would be to help deal with the food problems of the hundred

or so less developed countries, by reviewing information affecting these

countries and analyzing problems which arise outside these countries but

which have substantial effects within them. The second would be to monitor
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statistics on the food situation and analyze short-term problems. Admini-

strators of developing countries would then have the analyses put to them

as a basis on which to make better informed decisions.

While Bank and FAO missions and surveys provided s-me of this informa-

tion, the need was for an independent effort, tied in with the incernat I.

agricultural research program. The institute would have a small multidiscip-

linary permanent staff of perhaps three or four professionals. It would also

bring in ten to twelve experts from less deve ped countries each year to

help analyze the problems affecting their countries; they would subsequnt.ly

return to their own countries. In addition, consultants on particular prob-

lems would be requiref The work program would include problems which call

for the study of the interaction of social and physical sciences, as for

example with the use of satelit e pht ography for agricultural purposes. It

would also incIude seminars for decision maker, in the developing coun-

tries to discuss thi - problems in a concrete fashion. An important aspect

would be the training of staff from LDCs, especially in problems which lie

outside the control of particular governments with respect to food outlook.

It would have the a n that it could criticise other groups' assessments

on the basis of its own wok and would not have to modify its objectivity be-

cause of any need f or apprval from government or other institutions.

While the institute should be related to the international centers com-

plex and to institutions such as FAQ and IBPJ), its Board should be more than

50 per cent fom the LD~s. He thought it should be a private association.

He envisaged the cost as being between $650,000 and $1 million per year.

In inviting comments the Chairman asked that discussion focus on the

proposal for an institute for food policy work rather than on the early warn-

ing system on fo problems and food stocks. For a single center to be con-

cerned usefully with fod policy issues, he felt that it would need to satisfy
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two conditions: first, there must be confidence that the center is in tune

with what is happening; for example, with respect to farm inputs, that it

be well equipped to know what is critical in the population/food race.

Secondly, indispensible to this, is that it must be able to influence govern-

ments and must therefore have a standing parallel to that sought for the

international agricultural research centers. It must be able to speak with

confidence in a way that governments cannot afford to ignore. Its reports

must have a pragmatic quality which will make governments eager to consider

what action is recommended.

One member of TAC pointed out that a key aspect is the ability of any

proposed institute to pubi sh freely so as to establish its reputation and

independence, There is a basic dichotomy because such action will tend to

antagonize the governments and others which are to provide the financial support

and the information. The institute would need the cooperation of governments

as well as their confidence and yet would need to have independent authority

behind its reports. Mr. Wells referred to the autonomy of the centers, within

the general framework of the CGIAR, and acknowledged that the proposed institute

would have to work closely with other international institutes and with govern-

ments providing finance. Governments and international institutions would

welcome the independent voice of an outside group which would help prevent

distortions of information from affecting policy formulation. Indeed, govern-

ments often welcomed independent institutions saying what they themselves

were not in a political position to express. The role of the proposed institute

would not be to provoke contention but to help in the day-to-day operations of
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governments in the LDCs, though on occasion it would have to criticize

these governments as well as the policies of developed countries and of

international institutions.

Discussion also clarified the point that the proposed institute was

neither to be likened to a university focusing on long-term development

problems, nor to a training institute. While it would do some of both

these activities, it would be essentially concerned with the analysis of data

affecting the food problems of LDCs, particularly problems arising from

international factors beyond the control of individual governments. Thus,

it would not be concerned with internal problems such as those of land

tenure,

Dr. Hopper said we are faced with a set of short-term crises, namely

the very high price of food and the reallocation of world food stocks, and

a short-run fertilizer shortage. He hoped that an institute of the kind

Mr. Wells had proposed would concern itself with specific agricultural issues

which are brought about by these short-term problems but that it would also

maintain an intermediate or longer-run view, keeping well informed on emerg-

ing agricultural technologies and related technologies for inputs, so that

governments might be made ar of new technical alternatives for production

of agricultural inputs as well as of the package of technical alternatives

required to expand output .

The institution shudbegin from the fact that the days of inexpensive

food are probably pass-d. It would analyze the interdependence of nations

with respect to agricultural products and inputs. He would expect the in-

stitute to feel free to publish data and analyses and to make critiques where

nations lagged in their agricultural development programs. He saw such an

institute as a complement to the existing research centers which were develop-

ing agricultural technologies; it would help sketch out the policy implications
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for the national governments and international bodies concerned, though

this would have to be in conjunction with FAO and other interested parties.

At the same time the independenoof the institute, outside the UN system,

would allow it to make free criticism of proposals and policiOs so as to

stimulate governments to the kinds of policies which might support agri-

cultural development. While the structure and financing of such an insti-

tution would have to be considered in great detail, he endorsed the principle

that there should be an institution with the freedom and flexibility to examine

world movements in agriculture, to alert the world about likely developments,

drawing on information from existing institutions, calling attention to the

short-run, intermediate and longer-run impacts of current development and

alerting countries to technologies emerging from international research and

thereby supplementing the work of these institutions.

Mr. Wells summarized his approach in the light of the discussion by say-

ing that he regarded the institute as supplementing the work of FAO, IBRD

and other organizations. There was need to focus on getting data and analysis

to key people in the LDCs in a way in which they could understand it and

apply it to their national circumstances, particularly in the smaller develop-

ing countries. There should be one place where the problems that arise

between countries could be examined and this should be done in a way where

people from developing countries were brought in to the analytical process

as short-term members of the institute and then returning to their own coun-

tries.

The Chairman gave his general endorsement to the proposal as outlined

by Mr. Wells and as discussed in the session. He emphasized that any new

body made responsible for working on the interdependence of countries in

their agricultural problems must have a feeling for operations; its operational
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research must be designed to bring about the kind of solutions required

for the problems of both large and small developing countries. The staff

must therefore be independent of particular authorities and should have the

confidence of international bodies and agencies that they -4-ill speak frankly

and constructively as a result of their assessments. He hoped that when

Phase II of Mr. Wells' work was finished the full report would be sub-

mitted to TAC which would like the opportunity to examine it further and to

discuss it with Mr. Wells and interested institutions.



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINAN>
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: August 20, 1974

FROM: Harold Graves

SUBJECT: -iorld Food Policy Resear ch Institute

In a telephone conversation on August 16, Dr. Popper of IDRC

informed me that the following institutions were being invited to be

present at a meeting of the working party on the World Food Policy

Research Institute to be held in Ottawa on September 17:

IDRC )
Ford Foundation ) Co-sponsors
Rockefeller Foundation )

C.I.P.A.
ODM
USAID
World Bank (Mr. Yudelman).

cc, Sir John Crawford

Mr. Neylan

1Graves -apn



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINAN.
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: August 19, 1971,

FROM: larold Graves

SUBJECT: orld food Policy Research Institute

David Topper said on the telephone Friday that n reeting would

be held in Ottawa on September 17 to consider next steps on the World

Food Policy Research Institute. The participants will be the three

sponsors (Ford, Rockefeller, IDRC) and CIDA, USAID, 0TP and ITBRD.

Mr. Yudelman has been invited to attend for the Bank.

HWraves : apm



INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CENTRE

CENTRE DE RECHERCHES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT INTERNATIONAL

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT BOX 8500
BUREAU DU PRESIDENT

OTTAWA, CANADA

K1G SH9

August 16, 1974 CABLE: RECENTRE

Mr. Harold Graves,
Executive Secretary,
Consultative Group on International
Agricultural Research,

c/o World Bank,
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D.C. 20433.

Dear Harold:

This is a reminder of the meeting scheduled for September 17, 1974, to be
held in Ottawa under Sir John Crawford's chairmanship to carry further
our discussions on the establishment of an International Food Policy
Research Institute. For your information I am enclosing a copy of the
TAC proposal for the Institute.

The meeting will be held in the 16th Floor Board Room of the IDRC
beginning at 9: 30 a. m. Tentative hotel reservations have been made at
the Carleton Towers Hotel, 150 Albert Street, for the evenings of
September 16th and 17th. We would appreciate being advised of your
arrival date and time so that we may confirm these reservations. The
IDRC offices are at 60 Queen Street, a block east and a block north of
the hotel. The Centre telephone number is (613) 996-2321. I have

asked Mr. Larry Hannah to handle arrangements for the meeting, his
Centre extension is 250.

With kindest personal regards.

W. David Hopper

Encl.





INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CENTRE

CENTRE DE RECHERCHES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT INTERNATIONAL

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT BOX 8500
BUREAU DU PRESIDENT 

OTTAWA. CANADA

KIG 3H9

August 16, 1974 CABLE: RECENTRE

Mr. M. Yudelman,
Director,
Agriculture & Rural Development,
World Bank
1818 H Street, N. W. ,
Washington, D.C. 20433.

Dear Monty:

This is a reminder of the meeting scheduled for September 17, 1974, to be
held in Ottawa under Sir John Crawford's chairmanship to carry further
our discussions on the establishment of an International Food Policy
Research Institute. For your information I am enclosing a copy of the
TAC proposal for the Institute.

The meeting will be held in the 16th Floor Board Room of the IDRC
beginning at 9: 30 a. m. Tentative hotel reservations have been made at
the Carleton Towers Hotel, 150 Albert Street, for the evenings of

September 16th and 17th. We would appreciate being advised of your
arrival date and timie so that we may confirm these reservations. The
IDRC offices are at 60 Queen Street, a block east and a block north of
the hotel. The Centre telephone number is (613) 996-2321. I have
asked Mr. Larry Hannah to handle arrangements for the meeting, his
Centre extension is 250.

With kindest personal regards.

W. David Hopper

Encl.
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